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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document overviews and selects frameworks and tools for the acceleration of Deep Learning
models for HPC systems, according to the main objectives described in the milestone #5, Spoke 1 -
Flagship 2 WP2: Flagship on heterogeneous acceleration, architecture, tools, and software (Leader:
POLIMI).

The field of deep learning has made significant progress in recent years, with many breakthroughs and
advancements. As neural networks become more complex, there is an urgent need for efficient hard-
ware accelerators. Creating these accelerators requires expertise from various fields, such as computer
architecture, approximate computing, computational models, and deep learning algorithms. Moreover,
existing architectures for accelerators in deep learning applications are highly heterogeneous. So, to
achieve high performance and energy efficiency while minimizing power consumption and area metrics,
designers have adopted various methodologies, including high-level synthesis methodologies, specific
customized compilers, tools for design space exploration, modeling, profiling, partitioning, and map-
ping. These methods focus on maximizing parallelism and minimizing data movement to optimize ac-
celerator design for deep learning applications. Understanding existing frameworks and tools is crucial
for fostering innovation in this domain.

The document is structured according to different topics and sub-topics. Section 2 presents the de-
sign methodologies for the high-level synthesis of accelerators, while Section 3 discusses automated
compilation and deployment technologies for deep learning-based applications. Section 4 introduces
approaches and tools that have been proposed to distribute, partition and map deep-learning models
on heterogeneous processing systems. Section 5 describes the modeling, simulation, profiling, and de-
sign exploration frameworks currently adopted for deep-learning-based applications. The last Section
presents models of computations for HPC Deep Learning application workloads. Each of the sections in
which this document has been organized covers existing notable and influential contributions and offers
a perspective on each of the existing approaches with respect to the work that the research group will
do in Flagship 2 Spoke 1 "FutureHPC & BigData” of the Italian Research Center on High-Performance
Computing.
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In recent years, the �eld of deep learning has seen signi�cant advancements and breakthroughs. With the
increasing complexity of deep neural networks, the need of e�cient hardware accelerators has become more
and more pressing. The design of such accelerators requires a multidisciplinary approach, combining expertise
from computer architecture, approximate computing, computational models, and deep learning algorithms.
Various methodologies have been adopted to design accelerators for deep learning, including high-level
synthesis methodologies, speci�c customized compilers, tools for design space exploration, modeling, pro�ling,
partitioning, and mapping. These methodologies aim to maximize parallelism and minimize data movement
to achieve high performance and energy e�ciency, while also reducing power consumption and area. This
document represents a comprehensive survey that explores and evaluates the most notable approaches in the
�eld and o�ers a perspective on each of the existing approaches with respect to the work done in Flagship 2
Spoke 1 "FutureHPC & BigData" of the Italian Research Center on High-Performance Computing.

1 INTRODUCTION
The �eld of deep learning has made signi�cant progresses in recent years, with many breakthroughs
and advancements. As arti�cial neural networks have becomemore complex, there is an urgent need
of e�cient hardware accelerators. Creating these accelerators requires expertise from various �elds,
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such as computer architecture, approximate computing, computational models, and deep learning
algorithms. Moreover, existing architectures for accelerators in deep learning applications are highly
heterogeneous. So, to achieve high performance and energy e�ciency, while minimizing power
consumption and area metrics, designers have adopted various methodologies, including high-
level synthesis methodologies, speci�c customized compilers, tools for design space exploration,
modeling, pro�ling, partitioning, and mapping. These methods focus on maximizing parallelism
and minimizing data movement to optimize accelerator design for deep learning applications.
Understanding existing frameworks and tools is crucial for fostering innovation in this domain.
Aim and organization of the document. The document is structured according to di�erent

topics and sub-topics. As shown in Figure 1, the document deals with the design methodologies
for heterogeneous HPC platforms for Deep Learning. Each section covers notable and in�uential
contributions and tries to put in perspective the work that the research group will do with respect to
the Flagship 2 Spoke 1 "FutureHPC & BigData” of the Italian Research Center on High-Performance
Computing.

The document is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the design methodologies for the high-
level synthesis of accelerators, while Section 3 discusses automated compilation and deployment
technologies for deep learning-based applications. Section 4 introduces approaches and tools that
have been proposed to distribute, partition and map deep-learning models on heterogeneous
processing systems. Section 5 describes the modeling, simulation, pro�ling, and design exploration
frameworks currently adopted for DL-based applications. The last Section presents models of
computations for HPC Deep Learning application workloads.

To conclude, we hope this survey could be useful for a wide range of readers, including computer
architects, hardware & software developers, tool developers, HPC engineers, researchers, and
technical professionals. A major e�ort was spent to use a clear and concise technical writing style:
we hope this e�ort could be useful in particular to the young generations of master and Ph.D.
students. To facilitate the reading, a list of acronyms is reported in Table 1.

Table 1. List of acronyms

Acronym Acronym Acronym

AI: Arti�cial Intelligence ASIC: Application Speci�c Integrated Circuit AXI: Advanced eXtensible Interface
BLAS: Basic Linear Algebra Subprogram BRAM: Block Random Access Memory CIM: compute-in-memory
CLA: Carry-Look-Ahead CNN: Convolutional Neural Network CPU: Central Processing Unit
DDDG: Dynamic Data Dependence Graph DL: Deep Learning DMA: Direct Memory Access
DNN: Deep Neural Network DP: Double Precision DRAM: Dynamic Random Access Memory
DSP: Digital Signal Processing DSE: Design Space Exploration FFT: Fast Fourier Transform
FIFO: First In, First Out memory FP: Floating Point FPGA: Field-Programmable Gate Array
GCC: GNU Compiler Collection GEMM: General Matrix Multiply GPU: Graphics Processing Unit
GNN: Graph Neural Network HBM: High Bandwidth Memory HDL: Hardware Description Language
HLS: High Level Synthesis HPC: High-Performance Computing HPZMO: High Performance Zero-Memory Overhead
IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers II: Initiation Interval IP: Intellectual property
IR: Intermediate Representation ISA: Instruction Set Architecture LNS: Logarithmic Number System
LUT: Lookup Table MCU:Microcontroller Unit MEC:Memory-e�cient Convolution
ML: Machine Learning MLIR:Multi-Level Intermediate Representation NN: Neural Network
NoC: Network on Chip OpenMP: Open Multi-Processing PE: Processing Element
PIM: Processing In-Memory PPA: Power, Performance, Area PPA: Parallel-Pre�x Architectures
PRAM: Parallel Random Access Machine QoR: Quality of Results RAM: Random Access Memory
RAM: Random Access Machine RISC: Reduced Instruction Set Computer RTL: Register transfer level
RU: Resource Units SIMD: Single Instruction Multiple Data SoC: System on Chip
SP: Single Precision SPP: Structured Parallel Programming SRAM: Static Random Access Memory
VHDL: Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) Hardware Description Language VLDA: NVIDIA Deep Learning Accelerator XML: Extensible Markup Language
IMC: In-Memory Computing

2 HLS DESIGN-BASED METHODOLOGIES
In essence, high-level synthesis (HLS) serves as a link between software and hardware modeling,
o�ering a variety of advantages. A �rst advantage is the ability towork at a higher level of abstraction
when developing high-performance hardware, which boosts the productivity of hardware designers
due to faster design changes andmuch faster functional veri�cation. Moreover, HLS o�ers the ability
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Fig. 1. Organization of the document

HLS Design-based methodologies

HLS tools

Vitis High-Level Synthesis [247]
Bambu [87]

Intel HLS Compiler [113]
Catapult [213]
Stratus HLS [33]

LegUp [38]

HLS-based DL frameworks

hls4ml [76]
FINN [27]
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MLIR [139]
CIRCT [58]

ScaleHLS [252, 253]
SODA Synthesizer [9, 29]

IP block integration and interface protocols

OpenFPGA CoreLib core library interoperability e�ort [151]
AXI protocol interface [1]

IP-XACT [2]
IEEE 1735-2014 [3]

Vitis block integration [247, 248]

Fig. 2. HLS Design-based methodologies discussed in Section 2

to create various solutions on several platforms (e.g., larger or smaller FPGAs) without altering the
C/C++ source code, by just changing design directives. This makes it possible to explore the design
space and �nd the best implementation much faster than with low-level hardware design. Note that
code must be written with a hardware implementation in mind in order to meet given performance
and resource usage requirements. Arbitrary software code, written for a CPU target, can achieve
very low performance, since it typically does not expose enough parallelism to exploit the spatial
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Fig. 3. Vitis HLS workflow (from [247])

concurrency available on an FPGA or an ASIC. A survey about HLS-based design methodologies,
with a focus on the acceleration of deep learning (DL) models, is summarized in Figure 2 and detailed
in the following sub-sections. Flagship2 selects as candidate software frameworks for the HLS of
complex DL applications the commercial tool Vitis HLS and the open-source tool PandA-Bambu.
This will foster innovation by allowing the implementation of new methodologies not yet available
in closed-source tools and guarantee state-of-the-art quality of results provided by established
commercial tools.

2.1 Vitis High-Level Synthesis
The Xilinx High-Level Synthesis tool, called Vitis HLS, allows designers to write a design to
be implemented on an FPGA using high-level languages such as C and C++, rather than using
RTL languages such as Verilog and VHDL. This design is then translated into RTL automatically,
which in turn can be implemented on an FPGA. Vitis HLS signi�cantly simpli�es the tedious,
time-consuming, and error-prone process of creating RTL code, which formerly required designers
to grapple with low-level hardware implementation.

2.1.1 Development Flow. Figure 3 illustrates the Vitis HLS Development Flow:
• Architect the algorithm using C/C++, keeping in mind the need to expose parallelism
when implemented, via pipelining and data�ow (see below).

• C-Simulation: Compile and execute the C/C++ code to simulate its behavior and ensure
that it works as expected, by checking its functionality with a C/C++ testbench.

• C-Synthesis: Generate the RTL, by synthesizing the C/C++ top function. To instruct
the synthesis process to carry out a certain optimization, HLS synthesis directives and
constraints can be imposed directly, as discussed below. When C synthesis is �nished,
a comprehensive report with time and hardware resource usage estimation is produced,
o�ering the designer crucial references for subsequent re�nement and optimization.
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• Co-Simulation: C/RTL Co-Simulation in Vitis HLS refers to the process of verifying and
validating a hardware design written in RTL (register-transfer level) using the same C/C++
simulation testbench that was used for C functional simulation before. It thus provides the
designer with cycle-accurate performance information (and it can also spot synthesis tool
bugs).

• QOR analysis: Review and investigate the HLS synthesis reports and co-simulation reports.
• Repeat the prior steps until the desired Quality of Results has been achieved.

2.1.2 Optimization Directives. HLS synthesis directives, also known as HLS pragmas, are essential
for optimizing the HLS process in Vitis HLS. Pragmas provide directives to the compiler, guiding the
generation of hardware implementations from high-level C/C++ code. They enable users to control
the micro-architectural aspects of the design, while the macro-architecture is de�ned by the C/C++
code, allowing for the optimization of speci�c objectives such as resource usage, performance (both
number of clock cycles and clock period), or power consumption.
In Vitis HLS there are several types of synthesis directives, namely loop-level, variable-level,

data�ow-level and operation-level. These optimizations can signi�cantly improve the performance
of the synthesized hardware, albeit often at the expense of increased resource utilization.

• Loop-level pragmas focus on optimizing the execution of loops in the design, supporting
loop pipelining, loop unrolling, loop �attening, etc.
Loop pipelining reduces the initiation interval (II), i.e. the number of cycles between suc-
cessive executions of the loop body, by allowing the concurrent execution of operations.
Figure 4 shows an example of the same function with andwithout loop pipelining (pipelining
can also be applied to a function body, with the same e�ect).

Fig. 4. Comparison of a function execution with and without loop pipelining in Vitis HLS (from [247])

Loop unrolling creates multiple independent copies of the loop, which enables some or all
loop iterations to occur in parallel, with a signi�cant resource cost.
Loop �attening allows nested loops to be �attened into a single loop, so that the body of
the innermost loop is always restarted with its own II, without the cycle time overhead of
restarting upper level loops.

• Variable-level pragmas are applied to speci�c variables in the design and can be used to
control their storage or interface access characteristics. Examples include array partitioning,
which can break an array into smaller sub-arrays, improving parallel access, and array
reshaping, which changes the array’s storage organization to optimize speci�c access
patterns. They result in RTL with several small memories or multiple registers instead of
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one large memory. They e�ectively increases the amount of read and write ports for the
storage and hence potentially improves the throughput of the design. Of course, they also
require more memory instances or registers, as is usual when improving performance. As is
well known from HW design theory (consider e.g. the roo�ine diagram model), computation
parallelism must be matched to memory access parallelism in order to create an optimal
implementation.
These pragmas can also control the implementation of the underlying RAM, e.g. by de�ning
the number of read and write ports, which in turn determines the RAM resource usage.
Other pragmas of this kind de�ne the access protocol for top-level function argument,
which become interface ports of the RTL. For example a scalar top argument can be read
or written with an AXI stream protocol, using ready and valid signals for handshaking.
Or it can be read from or written to a register which is also read or written by the code
running on the processor that manages the FPGA logic (also called “host code”), for HW/SW
interfacing.
A pointer top argument can be mapped to an on-chip RAM (also known as BRAM) or to the
o�-chip DRAM on the board, via an AXI-4 master port connected to the DRAM controller.

• Data�ow pragmas enable task-level, i.e. coarse-grained pipelining, in which functions calls
are executed in a pipelined fashion, computing the same result as if they were executed one
after the other like the original C/C++ code. This essentially enables hierarchical pipelining
and can dramatically improve the performance of an application. Scalar or array variables
written and read by functions that are in a “data�ow region” are converted into FIFO
channels and Ping-Pong bu�ers in order to ensure functional correctness with respect to
the C/C++ code.

• Operation-level pragmas determine the kind of resources to be used for speci�c operations.
For example, a multiplier with small operands can be best implemented using Look-Up
Tables (LUTs), while a wider one can exploit hardwired multiply and add resources, known
as DSP units. Moreover, the designer can decide how many resources to allocate for a given
kind of operation (e.g. a multiplication) in a given scope (e.g. a function or loop body). While
Vitis HLS uses its own heuristics to make these resource kind and sharing selections, the
designer can control them directly, to achieve a speci�c performance and resource QOR
result.

2.2 The Bambu open-source High-level Synthesis
Bambu is a command-line tool developed by Politecnico di Milano aimed at assisting the designer
during the HLS of complex applications. It supports most of the C/C++ constructs, including
function calls and sharing of the modules, pointer arithmetic and dynamic resolution of memory
accesses, accesses to arrays and structs, parameters passed by reference or copy, andmanymore. The
whole �ow is quite similar to a software compilation �ow: it starts from a high-level speci�cation,
and it produces low-level code after a sequence of analysis and optimization steps. Like in a
standard software compilation �ow, Bambu has three phases (see Figure 5): front-end, middle-
end, and back-end. In the front-end, the input code is parsed and translated in an intermediate
representation used in the following parts of the �ow. In themiddle-end target-independent analyses
and optimizations are performed. The back-end performs the actual synthesis of Verilog/VHDL
code ready for simulation, logic synthesis, and implementation through external tools.
Bambu front-end. Bambu interfaces with existing compilers, such as GCC and Clang. With

GCC, a plugin extracts the call graph and the control data �ow graph of the functions under analysis
from GCC’s internal IR. Similarly, a Clang plugin extracts the same information and serializes them
into a textual format easy to parse. Bambu then parses back all the compiler serialized information
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Fig. 5. Bambu Compilation flow.

plus all the annotations to build a Static Single Assignment in-memory IR. This approach decouples
the compiler front-end code from the rest of the HLS process. Localizing all the changes in a GCC or
LLVM/Clang plugin allows rapid and easy integration of many di�erent versions of the compilers.
Bambu supports GCC versions ranging from 4.5 to 8, and LLVM/CLANG versions ranging from 4.0
to 16. Moreover, the Vivado HLS front-end [20], based on a customized version of LLVM/CLANG
and recently released in open-source, was e�ortlessly integrated into the Bambu framework.

Bambu middle-end. Starting from the intermediate representation extracted from GCC/Clang,
Bambu rebuilds data structures, such as the Call Graph and the Control Data Flow Graphs, and
builds additional data structures such as the Program Dependence Graphs. Next, it applies a set of
device-independent analyses and transformations. Some of these steps are commonly used in a
software compilation �ow (e.g., data �ow analysis, loop recognition, dead code elimination, constant
propagation, LUT expression insertion, etc.). Multiplications and divisions by constant values are
transformed into expressions that use only shifts and adders to reduce area utilization and improve
timing. The resulting expression structure depends on the target device and technology, since
adders and multipliers may have di�erent performances on di�erent devices. Di�erently from
general-purpose software compilers, designed to target a processor with a �xed-sized data-path
(usually 32 or 64 bits), a HLS compiler can exploit custom-size operators (e.g., a multiplier with the
minimum number of I/O bits) and registers. Consequently, we can select the minimal number of
bits required for the speci�c algorithm’s operations and value storage, which leads to less area,
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less power, and shorter critical paths. At this stage, Bambu also performs Bitwidth and Range
Analysis, aiming at reducing the number of bits required by data-path operators. This analysis is
crucial during the optimization process because it impacts all non-functional requirements (e.g.,
performance, area, power) of a design without a�ecting its behavior.

Bambu synthesis back-end. In this phase, Bambu performs the actual architectural synthesis of
the speci�cation. The synthesis process acts on each function separately. The resulting architecture
re�ects the structure of the call graph. A single function includes at least two sub-modules: the
control logic and the data-path. Control logic modeled as a Finite State Machine handles the
routing of the data values and the temporal execution of the operations. The data-path is a custom
mux-based architecture with optimized data types to reduce the number of �ip-�ops and bit-level
multiplexers. It implements all the operations and memories required during the function execution.
The following paragraphs describe the sequence of steps that Bambu implements to generate
control and data-path modules.
Function Allocation. Functions Allocation associates the high-level functions with speci�c re-

sources available in the technology library associated with the target device. The technology library
coming with Bambu integrates standard functions described in Verilog or VHDL, standard system
libraries such as libc and libm, and designer-de�ned components written in Verilog or VHDL.
Bambu supports function pointers and sharing of (sub)modules across module boundaries [158].
Sharing is obtained through function proxies, which act as forwarders of function calls in the
original speci�cation to shared modules. Sharing through function proxies provides valuable area
savings when complex call graphs are considered, with no signi�cant impact on the execution
delays.

Memory Allocation. Memories Allocation de�nes the memories used to store aggregate variables
(arrays and structures), global variables, and how the dynamic memory allocation is implemented.
Bambu adopts an architecture for memory accesses that support a wide range of cases. Statically
analyzing the memory accesses, Bambu builds a hierarchical data-path where memories can be
classi�ed as read-only, local, with aligned or unaligned memory accesses, or which require dynamic
resolutions. The memory interconnection accordingly de�nes multiple busses connecting the
load/store components to their respective memories. Dual-port BRAMs or memory controllers with
complex parallel channels are supported by replicating such memory interconnections as needed.
The same memory infrastructure can also connect to external components (e.g., scratchpads, caches,
and DRAMs) or directly to the bus to access o�-chip memory. Supporting protocol-based accesses
(e.g., FIFO or stream-based access) is obtained by generating speci�c components that replace the
load/store instructions.
Resource Allocation. Resource allocation associates operations not mapped on a function to

resource units (RU) available in the resource library. During the middle-end phase, the speci�ca-
tion is inspected to identify the characteristics of the operations: these include the type of the
operation (e.g., addition, multiplication, etc.) and the types of the operands (e.g., integer, �oat,
etc.). Floating-point operations are supported through the HLS of a soft-�oat library containing
basic soft-�oat operators, or alternatively by exploiting the FloPoCo software [69], a generator
of arithmetic Floating-Point Cores. The allocation step maps operations on the set of available
RUs; their characterization includes information such as latency, area, and the number of pipeline
stages. Usually, more operation/RU matchings are feasible: in this case, selecting a proper RU is
driven by design constraints. The library of RUs used by Bambu is quite rich, and may include
several implementations for the same operation. Moreover, the library contains RUs described as
templates in a standard hardware description language (i.e., Verilog or VHDL). These templates can
be retargeted and customized according to the characteristics of the target technology. In this case,
it will be the underlying logic synthesis tool that determines the best architecture to implement
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each operation (for example, multipliers can be mapped either on dedicated DSP blocks or imple-
mented with LUTs). To perform aggressive optimizations, each library component is annotated
with information useful during the entire HLS process, such as resource occupation and latency.
Bambu adopts a pre-characterization approach: the performance estimation considers a generic
template of the RU, which can be parametric with respect to the bit widths and pipeline stages;
latency and resource occupation are then obtained by synthesizing each con�guration and storing
the resulting metrics in the library as an XML �le.
Scheduling. By default, Bambu employs a List scheduling algorithm. In its basic formulation,

List scheduling associates each operation with a priority according to particular metrics. The List
scheduling proceeds iteratively, associating a set of operations to be executed with each control
step. Ready operations (i.e., whose dependencies have been satis�ed in previous iterations of the
algorithm) can be scheduled in the current control step considering the availability of the resources.
If multiple ready operations compete for a resource, then the one having a higher priority is
scheduled. In addition to this old but e�cient algorithm, Bambu also features a more aggressive
scheduling algorithm, the Speculative scheduling algorithm based on System of Di�erence Con-
straints [141]. This algorithm builds an integer linear programming formulation of the scheduling
problem, allowing code motion and speculation of operations that belong to di�erent basic blocks.
Module Binding. Within the computed schedule, operations that execute concurrently are not

allowed to share the same resource instance. In Bambu, binding is performed through a clique
covering algorithm on a weighted compatibility graph [222]. The compatibility graph is built by
analyzing the schedule: operations scheduled on di�erent control steps are compatible. Weights
express how much it is pro�table for two operations to share the same hardware resource. They are
computed considering area/delay trade-o�s caused by sharing; for example, RUs that occupy a large
area will be more likely shared. Weights computation also considers the cost of interconnections
required by the steering logic. Bambu also o�ers several other algorithms for solving the covering
problem on compatibility/con�ict graphs.

Register Binding. Register binding associates storage values to registers and requires a preliminary
analysis step, the liveness analysis [222]. Liveness analysis starts from the schedule to identify each
variable’s life intervals, i.e., the sequence of control steps in which a temporary value needs to be
stored. Variables with non-overlapping life intervals may share the same register.
Interconnection Binding. Interconnections are bound according to the outcome of the previous

steps: if a functional or memory resource is shared, then the algorithm introduces steering logic on
its inputs. It also identi�es the set of control signals that will be driven by the controller.
Netlist Generation. The �nal architecture is then generated and represented through a hyper-

graph, highlighting the interconnection between modules. The netlist generation step translates
such representation in a register transfer-level (RTL) description in Verilog or VHDL. The process
accesses the resource library, which embeds the RTL implementation of each resource. This process
is target-dependent, and the hardware descriptions may di�er for di�erent technologies (e.g., ASIC
or FPGA) or target devices.
Generation of Synthesis and Simulation Scripts. Bambu automatically generates synthesis and

simulation scripts that can be customized via XML con�guration �les. The RTL-synthesis tools
currently supported are AMD/Xilinx ISE, AMD/Xilinx Vivado, Yosis-Vivado, Intel/Altera Quartus,
Lattice Diamond, NanoXplore, and OpenRoad. Supported simulators are Mentor Modelsim, Xilinx
ISIM, Xilinx XSIM, Verilator, and Verilog Icarus.

2.3 Other HLS tools
For the most part, HLS tools are provided by FPGA vendors together with a full design suite that only
supports the development of accelerators on FPGAs from the same company. The aforementioned
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Vitis HLS, for example, is part of the AMD/Xilinx toolsuite and only supports Xilinx FPGAs. The
Intel HLS Compiler [113] is part of the Quartus design suite, it compiles C++ functions into an RTL
implementation for Intel FPGAs and optimizes them through a simple command-line interface. Intel
recently announced that the HLS compiler will be deprecated in favor of the oneAPI toolkit [112],
which could allow developers to seamlessly port OpenCL code across CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs.
Catapult [213] is a multi-target HLS and veri�cation tool provided by Siemens, synthesizing C++
and SystemC code for FPGA and ASIC. Stratus HLS [33] from Cadence synthesizes SystemC code
written with a lower-level perspective, i.e., requiring users to explicitly describe interface protocols
between components. LegUp [38] is an open-source, LLVM-based HLS tool developed in academia,
like Bambu, later acquired by Microchip and rebranded as SmartHLS [157].

2.4 hls4ml and FINN
HLS plays a crucial role in bridging the productivity gap between the design of a new deep learning
model and its implementation on FPGA/ASIC. Several previous works proposed to exploit HLS by
using C/C++ as an intermediate representation of the input model, augmenting it with tool-speci�c
directives that drive the synthesis to obtain an e�cient design. Two popular frameworks that help
automate the design of ML accelerators are hls4ml [76] and FINN [27]. Both use commercial HLS
tools as backend (mainly Vivado or Vitis HLS); they parse a model exported from popular ML
frameworks and replace operators with C/C++ functions taken from a library of templates that
already contains pragma directives. The HLS tool processes this intermediate C/C++ representation
and produces a corresponding accelerator design without further manual intervention.
The library of templates in hls4ml and FINN is necessarily tied to a speci�c HLS tool and a

narrow set of supported models, as it requires expert HLS developers to implement in advance the
best version of all necessary operators for a pre-determined backend tool. Portability is a problem
for HLS in general, as typically there is one commercial tool for each hardware vendor and each
tool expects coding patterns, annotations, and con�guration directives that are not recognized
by other tools. In a framework that heavily relies on a library of templates, switching to a new
hardware target thus requires a new version of the library, as incompatible coding patterns and
directives would at best be ignored by the new HLS backend, resulting in ine�cient designs.

Library-based frameworks usually focus on a narrow set of models, speci�cally deep and convo-
lutional neural networks (DNNs/CNNs). Machine learning is an umbrella term that covers a broad
spectrum of algorithms, while research works about hardware acceleration and HLS-based design
�ows have mostly been focused on the subset of ML models based on dense convolutions and
matrix multiplications. Sometimes their scope is further limited by application requirements: for
example, the original implementation of hls4ml was optimized for small, fully-connected models
under tight latency constraints, re�ecting the needs of a high-energy physics experiment at CERN.
For this reason, hls4ml proposed to store network weights inside on-chip logic and unroll all loops
to increase parallelism, which quickly depletes FPGA resources when considering a neural network
with more layers and weights.

While it is true that DNNs and CNNs cover a signi�cant part of ML applications (especially in
the computer vision �eld), there is ample room for exploring other classes of models, for example
to accelerate scienti�c applications that work on sparse data structures or graphs. Large models are
often compressed to reduce their computation and memory requirements, either by employing
low-precision data types (quantization) or by removing operations with zero values (pruning).
Quantization is well suited to hardware acceleration since custom precision operators can be
implemented quickly and e�ciently (also through dedicated HLS libraries). Sparsity, on the other
hand, implies irregular computation, communication, and memory access patterns, which result
in poor e�ciency when mapped on accelerators or templates designed for dense models. Graph
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structures provide great expressive power to represent and analyze data in a variety of applications,
from chemistry to language, social networks, recommendation systems, etc. Graph neural networks
(GNNs) could bene�t from hardware acceleration and require unique design choices: models that
work on graphs include both sparse (aggregation) and dense (feature extraction) computation
patterns, which are also a�ected by the input graph size; such characteristics could bene�t from
a task-based parallelism paradigm. Existing HLS-based design �ows are good at extracting data-
and instruction-level parallelism (e.g. by unrolling loops), but they are not equipped to deal with
the irregular task-based patterns required by graph processing. Finally, a narrow focus limits the
possibility of quickly adapting to new algorithmic approaches, which would instead be desirable in
a rapidly evolving �eld such as ML (and data science in general).
In general, there are multiple research e�orts that only use existing HLS tools as "black boxes",

exploiting as much as possible the optimization opportunities they expose. In fact, research in this
�eld is sometimes hindered by the proprietary nature of established HLS tools [176] (Bambu [87] is
a notable exception). However, there is a trend toward the democratization of hardware design,
as attested for example by the open-source release of the Xilinx Vitis HLS frontend [20] or by the
OpenROAD project for ASIC synthesis [14].

2.5 MLIR-based approaches
The Multi-Level Intermediate Representation (MLIR) [139] is a reusable and extensible infras-
tructure in the LLVM project for the development of domain-speci�c compilers. MLIR allows
de�ning specialized intermediate representations (IRs) called dialects to implement analysis and
transformation passes at di�erent levels of abstraction, and it can interface with multiple software
programming frameworks, including the ones used to implement deep learning algorithms. MLIR
has been used to build new design �ows for the generation of hardware accelerators based on HLS.
The CIRCT project [58] intends to use MLIR to build a new generation of interoperable tools

and compilers for hardware design, starting from the de�nition of circuit-level IRs and working
upwards to higher levels of abstraction (e.g., data�ow models or �nite state machines). Part of
the project is dedicated to HLS [231], particularly to the implementation of static and dynamic
scheduling through MLIR and CIRCT dialects. CIRCT could be an essential building block for future
industrial and academic design �ows; however, its degree of maturity is lower compared to HLS
tools with optimized synthesis algorithms and resource libraries supported by decades of research.
ScaleHLS [252, 253] exploits MLIR to analyze and transform input code from C or PyTorch,

generating annotated code for Vivado HLS (a slightly old version of the Xilinx HLS tool which does
not apply any automated optimization). The multiple levels of abstraction provided by existingMLIR
dialects allow ScaleHLS to reason about graph-level, loop-level, and directive-level optimizations; a
custom dialect helps the translation into C++ with pragmas. A quality of results (QoR) estimator and
a DSE engine automatically identify the best combination of optimizations following user-de�ned
constraints, without requiring long simulation or synthesis runs to evaluate the e�ect of changes
in the optimization directives.
The SOftware De�ned Architectures (SODA) Synthesizer [9, 29] is an open-source, multi-level,

modular, extensible, no-human-in-the-loop hardware compiler that translates high-level ML models
into domain-speci�c accelerators. The SODA Synthesizer comprises a compiler-based frontend that
leverages MLIR (SODA-OPT [28]) and a compiler-based backend that integrates state-of-the-art
HLS methodologies (Bambu); it generates highly specialized designs that can be synthesized with
both commercial and open-source tools on FPGAs or ASICs, and it allows the exploration of design
metrics through compilation passes and parameters, enabling the identi�cation of architectural
trade-o�s depending on the target application requirements.
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2.6 IP block integration
When developing an HLS �ow, the possibility to import designs produced by third parties (Intellec-
tual Properties, IPs) as well as to export functionalities developed through the HLS �ow as building
blocks to be used in other designs is fundamental.
In the electronic world, it is a common practice to use IPs to add the desired functionalities to

the system being developed. The use of IPs not only saves the development time that would be
necessary if the functionality should be developed from scratch, but also frees the developers from
the burden to qualify the behavior of the functionality: when acquiring an IP from an IP provider,
we are buying not only the development time used by the developer but also the huge testing time
that has been spent to qualify the IP.

On the other side, the high level of abstraction given by HLS �ows and their maturity makes very
interesting the possibility to export functionalities developed by the HLS as IPs. A �rst attempt to
address this topic in a systematic way dates to 2008 [151], where the various strategies used by the
HLS tools to integrate IPs were analyzed.
To allow IP generation/reuse, an interfacing standard is mandatory to allow interoperability

among IPs. Currently, as a standard de facto, AXI4 [1] is used, among others, by companies like
Synopsis and Xilinx. AXI4 standard includes AXI4, AXI4-stream, and AXI4-Lite protocols used to
access memory banks, streaming channels, and memory-mapped registers.
Other than a common interface, a common language to describe the IP interfaces and the IP

organization on the �lesystem is needed. IP-XACT [2] is an XML format describing meta-data and
interfaces of IPs and is widely adopted by IP providers to describe their IPs (�le system organization,
interfaces, source �les, constraint �les, . . . ).

The standardization of IPs structure for their distribution is ruled by the IEEE 1735-2014 standard
[3]. As the IEEE 1735-2014 standard does not cover IP produced by HLS, let’s see how Xilinx is
managing the import/export of IPs in its Vitis �ow.
Referring to the possibility of exporting a design produced by Vitis HLS as an IP to be used in

other designs, as shown in Figure 3, Vitis �ow allows exporting a kernel, compiled through Vitis
HLS to generate an HDL IP, to be later incorporated in a design through the Vivado IP integrator
�ow [248]; so, in the export direction, through the Vivado IP �ow there is complete support for
using IPs generated by Vitis HLS in designs containing other IPs.
Looking at the opposite direction, Vitis �ow partially opens to the import of external HDL IPs,

giving the opportunity to add HDL blackbox functions [247]. In this case, HDL IPs are limited,
being constrained to the adoption of AIX4 interface. As described in [79], when importing an HDL
IP (that can be plain HDL, the synthesized netlist, or its encrypted version), also the C model of the
IP can be provided, to allow the SW emulation of the design; this functionality is very useful to
check the functional correctness of the design. Vitis provides a wrapper around the IP to make it
compliant with the Vitis �ow. It’s worth to be underlined that the Xilinx IP �ow manages the �ow
of IP between Vivado IP integrator and Vitis, being still an open issue the standardization of HLS
IPs and their import/export among tools from di�erent vendors.

3 DEEP LEARNING COMPILERS
Development of innovative hardware architecture, particularly for highly parallelizable applications
such as Deep Learning, is only half of the picture. The other half is that of e�ective automated de-
ployment technologies that enable to use novel architecture to run complex real-world applications.
Managing the memory hierarchy and compile high-level signal processing and machine learning
graphs into a representation is a complex research problem, which has been extensively studied in
the pas few years (Fig. 6). In Flagship 2, the development of novel high-performance acceleration
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techniques will be coupled with that of automated compilation and deployment technologies to
boost real-world applicability of the developed hardware.

Deep Learning Compilers

Memory hierarchy management in DNN Accelerators

Ivanov et al. [114]
DMazeRunner [65]

Maestro [134]
Interstellar [249]
Timeloop [182]

Deep Learning Compilers for MCUs

TFLite Micro [66]
Larq Computing Engine (LCE) [96]

X-CUBE-AI [221]
GWT AutoTiler [4]

DORY [32]

Deep Learning Compilers for High-Performance and Embedded

TVM [49]
HTVM [232]
Halide [194]

Tensor Comprehensions [237]
Glow [198]
Relay [196]
ONNC [146]

MLIR [122, 140]

Fig. 6. Taxonomy of Deep Learning Compilers discussed in Section 3

3.1 Memory hierarchy management in DNN Accelerators
E�ectivemanagement of memory hierarchy is a critical challenge in deploying deep neural networks
(DNNs), which generate high amounts of weight and activation tra�c between di�erent levels
of memory hierarchy. To tackle this problem, various methods have been proposed for data �ow
scheduling and generation across three broad classes of devices: high-performance computing
systems, DNN accelerators, and embedded systems. For high-performance computing systems,
Ivanov et al. [114] have proposed new transformer primitives to exploit data reuse and limit
data movement. Meanwhile, DMazeRunner [65], Maestro [134], Interstellar [249], Timeloop [182]
discuss DNN optimization on AI-specialized accelerators based on systolic arrays of processing
elements (PEs), with a focus on loop tiling and/or reordering to optimize PE utilization. These
tools can output an accelerator model to run a given DNN or spatial scheduling to maximize PE
array utilization. MCU data �ow scheduling tools are similar to frameworks like DMazeRunner
as both optimize data�ow schedules given an externally known architecture. However, DNN
execution on MCUs presents unique challenges such as adapting to a general-purpose architecture
and limited memory. Additionally, kernel instructions are heavily in�uenced by the register �le’s
limited size, resulting in increased load-store operations and a demand for optimal loop sizing to
avoid register spilling overhead. Academic researchers and industries have investigated this aspect
by incorporating specialized caches or explicitly managed scratchpad memories into their edge-
node solutions. For example, NXP o�ers specialized caches in their Cortex M4/M0 MCU, as does
STMicroelectronics with its STM32 Cube-AI tool�ow; on the other hand, GreenWaves Technologies
provides explicitly managed scratchpad memories [89], with a GAPFlow tool dedicated to managing
them appropriately.

3.2 Deep Learning Compilers for MCUs
The introduction of the �rst generation of low-power neural-network oriented MCUs has increased
this need, as these platforms need to utilize optimized software and ISA extensions for DNN
computing alongside traditional control and I/O-bound activities. To allow for optimal execution of
both types of tasks, theseMCUs employ parallel and heterogeneous processing. STMicroelectronics1
and NXP have recently introduced new-generation dual-core microcontrollers with an ARM M0
processor dedicated to I/O and an ARM M4 processor with single-cycle multiply-and-accumulate
and SIMD capabilities. These platforms show an increased complexity in terms of memory hierarchy
compared to conventional �at-memory MCUs, with an L1 memory optimized for speed and an L2
1https://www.st.com/en/microcontrollers-microprocessors/stm32h7-series.html

https://www.st.com/en/microcontrollers-microprocessors/stm32h7-series.html
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optimized for capacity. At the same time, there is a trend towards explicit management of memory
hierarchy, with hand-tunable data caches featuring locking for hand-crafted data management.
For instance, the Kendrite K210 2 is a RISC-V dual-core 64 bits system-on-chip with a neural
network processor (KPU) on which the cores can o�oad the computation. It also includes dedicated
memory banks for the NN accelerator and a DMA unit to explicitly manage the transfers. The
SONY Spresense board 3 features a 6-cores M4 accelerator with a maximum clock speed of 156 MHz,
1.5 MB of SRAM and 8 MB of Flash. The GreenWaves Technologies GAP-8 [89] system-on-chip was
introduced in 2018 as a commercial embodiment of the Parallel Ultra-Low-Power paradigm [60]: it
features one I/O core and an 8-core SIMD-optimized DSP cluster accelerator using an extension of
the RISC-V ISA. To manage this complexity, these MCUs include dedicated infrastructure for data
marshaling, such as general-purpose DMA controllers to speed-up memory transfers and reduce
the memory access bottleneck.
New tools such as TFLite Micro [66] and the Larq Computing Engine (LCE) [96] o�er a model-

agnostic deployment framework and overcome these problems. Both are non-vendor-locked tools
supporting ARMCortex-M and RISC-V cores. Their library memory footprints require only 16 kB on
a Cortex-M3; however, by default they rely on graph interpretation at runtime, limiting achievable
performance. To o�set this limitation, TFLite Micro allows plugging in optimized kernels and
declaring vectors in di�erent memory regions. However, it does not include any tiling mechanism
to execute layers that do not �t on-chip memory.

The two most powerful DNN deployment tools for microcontrollers available in the state-of-the-
art have been proposed by the industry as proprietary, vendor-locked solutions for their own MCUs.
X-CUBE-AI [221] from STMicroelectronics is an automatic NN library generator optimized on
computation and memory. It converts a pre-trained DNNmodel from DNN tools such as Tensor�ow
into a precompiled library for the ARM Cortex-M cores embedded in STM32 series MCUs. X-CUBE-
AI relies on relatively large on-chip L1 caches (up to 16 kB) to deliver performance on STM32 MCUs,
and it does not tackle software-based memory management. On the other hand, GWT designed a
tool called AutoTiler, to target the GAP-8 RISC-V based multi-core ultra-low-power microcontroller.
One of its primary functions is to take a pre-trained DNN and generate code for memory tiling and
e�cient transfers of weight and activation data between all memory levels (on- and o�-chip). The
GWT AutoTiler directly tackles the data-movement and tile sizing challenge to optimize memory
access, reaching state-of-the-art performance on the execution of many networks. The tool is
proprietary, but its backend basic kernels are available as open-source as part of the GAP-8 SDK4.
DORY [32] targets the same platform with an open-source tool. It optimizes the memory tra�c
for DNN deployment on specialized edge devices. By generating C code that tiles the execution
of a dedicated kernel library, DORY reduces the size of intermediate bu�ers. This is crucial since
microcontrollers often have limited level-1 (L1) memory. To achieve this, DORY formalizes tiling as
an optimized constraint programming problem with kernel-speci�c heuristics. The produced code
is more optimized but less general than previous solutions. Using DORY on a new architecture
requires creating a new dedicated kernel library, new templates, and reprogramming the tiler to
tailor it to speci�c hardware.

3.3 Deep Learning Compilers for High-Performance
A popular DNN deployment framework that targets both high-performance embedded and edge
devices is TVM [49]. TVM’s primary optimization mechanism is autotuning: it quickly compiles

2https://canaan.io/product/kendryteai
3https://developer.sony.com/develop/spresense/
4https://github.com/GreenWaves-Technologies/gap_sdk
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di�erently-scheduled yet equivalent kernel implementations, and after running those on hardware,
the most optimal kernel is selected. As such, TVM can implicitly improve the execution time on
CPUs and GPUs and �ne-grained general matrix multiply (GEMM) accelerators like VTA [164].
Moreover, TVM’s runtime can link in (vendor-provided) optimized kernels in LLVM IR, CUDA
C, C/C++ into a standalone artifact with the bring your own codegen (BYOC) [51] infrastructure.
However, using TVM’s autotuning pipeline is impractical for specialized coarse-grained accelerators
since proving coarse-grained kernel equivalence requires complex loop nest analysis. This can
be bypassed by using BYOC, but in this way, many of the automatic optimization opportunities
presented by the framework are lost. HTVM [232] uses DORY as a backend of TVM employing
this technique.

A popular research avenue has been to increase the level of abstraction to compile Deep Learning
based applications, using Domain Speci�c Language that mainly address tensor-level representa-
tions, such as the early examples of Halide [194] and Tensor Comprehensions [237]. Dedicated
Deep Learning compilers such as Glow [198] have been focused on graph lowering techniques,
using these earlier developments and ideas to build up systems that take a high-level description of
a Deep Learning program, typically in the form a data-�ow graph of operators, lower it into a set
of Intermediate Representations (IRs) still centered on tensor-aware operations, and then deploy
on target machine-speci�c code. A common graphical format for the input of such lowering passes
is ONNX5, whereas intermediate representations can be custom and dedicated to one particular
framework (e.g., Relay [196] for Amazon’s open source NNVM compiler) or deployed as a special-
ization of a more general IR [146]. In this regard, the most relevant example is MLIR [122, 140], a
framework proposed in the context of the LLVM project that enables building custom intermediate
representations for domain-speci�c computing. While this tool is not exclusive to Deep Learning,
it has been proposed in response to the needs of the Deep Learning community and quickly risen
to prominence.

4 HARDWARE/SOFTWARE CODESIGN TOOLS: APPLICATION PARTITIONING AND
MAPPING

Application partitioning and mapping

Hardware-based search

Abdelfattah et al. [6]
Jiang et al. [120]

Distributed training

Data parallelism

Krizhevsky et al. [132]

Model parallelism

heuristics [154]
reinforcement learning [159, 160]

transfer learning-based approaches [8, 261]
genetic algorithms [180]

classic scheduling on multiple machines [100, 128, 142, 181, 212, 216]
DNN-based scheduling [117, 173]

Pipeline parallelism

GPipe [108]
PipeDream [165, 173]

Hybrid solutions

layer-wise parallelism [117]
DAPPLE [85, 179]

Fig. 7. Application partitioning and mapping discussed in Section 4

The ever increasing rate of data production in the era of Big Data, Internet of Things, and smart
cyber physical systems pose incessantly escalating demands for massive data processing, storage
and transmission as required by DL models training and inference6.
5https://onnx.ai/
6Brie�y speaking, the training process consists in adjusting themodel parameters according to the results by backpropagation,
while the inference process is enacted - without changing the parameters - when the network is then used to classify
observed data.
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Training large DL models with vast amounts of data and serving them (i.e., using trained DL
models for inference) is a non-trivial task. Today, it is often performed in a distributed infrastructure
composed of multiple, possibly heterogeneous compute nodes. The complexity is further exacer-
bated by the recent trend to integrate the high-performing computing and storage equipment in
the cloud and HPC data centers to that provided at the edges of the network, where computing and
memory resources are however constrained. The goals of this compute continuum trend are to
achieve better privacy, higher autonomy and energy e�ciency as well as to reduce response latency,
cost, and bandwidth demand to the cloud [45]. In this complex and heterogeneous setting, designers
need to optimize the complete system stack: from ML/DNN algorithms, to model optimization
and compression, implementation of algorithms onto the hardware platforms enriched with DL
accelerators as well as the underlying hardware architecture design [102, 115, 121, 228].
In this section, we review some approaches and tools that have been proposed in literature to

distribute, partition and map DL training and inference applications on the processing nodes in the
underlying computing infrastructure. First, we brie�y analyze how DNN models can be optimized
for execution on a plethora of hardware devices. We then focus on the approaches for training DL
models in the context of distributed computing infrastructures. Finally, we conclude the section
by identifying related open issues that can be addressed in the context of Flagship 2. They mainly
stem from the need to reduce the energy footprint of DNN applications while keeping satisfactory
levels of performance and accuracy. Figure 7 shows the main references to the methodologies,
frameworks and tools that we discuss in the following of the this section.
The hardware-aware design of DNNs has recently received increasing attention to tackle hard-

ware devices heterogeneity, especially to perform DNN inference. Indeed, to deploy computationally
demanding DNNs for model inference in resource-constrained edge systems while maintaining
acceptable performance, system designers have to trade o�model accuracy against implementation
e�ciency. However, the plethora of available hardware devices available makes it very di�cult to
choose one solution for all cases. Therefore, in addition to techniques for model compression, such
as quantization-aware training and pruning (e.g., [115, 228]), hardware-aware neural architecture
search [52], that takes hardware characteristics like latency, power, or area into account, has become
a central aspect in automating the process of designing e�cient and accurate architectures for
DNN applications executed at the network edges. Di�erent methodologies have been exploited
to search for the optimal performing model architecture, ranging from reinforcement learning to
evolutionary algorithms. For example, in [6, 120] reinforcement learning-based neural architecture
search is extended to include search for an accelerator con�guration on FPGAs and optimize it for
latency and area.
Nevertheless, in the context of a distributed infrastructure with an ever increasing number of

available nodes and resources, it is parallelization which appears to o�er the solution for the ever
growing need of accelerating the training of DNN applications. DNN models lead themselves with
many possibilities for parallelization, namely data, model, pipeline and hybrid parallelism.
In data parallelism, a number of workers (machines or devices, e.g., GPUs) load an identical

copy of the DL model. The training data is split into non overlapping portions and fed into the
model replicas of the workers for training [132]. Each worker performs the training on its portion
of training data, which leads to updates of the model parameters. Hence, the parameters of the
model among the workers need to be synchronized. The main advantage of data parallelism is that
it is applicable to any DL model architecture without further domain knowledge of the model. It
scales well for operations that are computationally intensive, but have only few parameters, such
as CNNs. However, data parallelism is limited for operations that have many parameters, as the
parameter synchronization leads to a signi�cant communication overhead and may become the
bottleneck [117]. To address such scalability and single point of failure bottleneck, the parameters
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synchronization can occur in a decentralizedmanner [153], with themain disadvantage of increasing
the communication cost among workers.

In contrast, inmodel parallelism, the DL model is partitioned into multiple parts and each worker
loads a di�erent part of the ML/DNN model for training. A major challenge of model parallelism is
how to split the model into partitions that are assigned to the parallel workers [154]. In the context
of ML/DNN workloads, model partitioning across di�erent devices has initially mostly been a
manual process driven by human experts. A common approach to �nd a good model splitting is to
use reinforcement learning [159, 160]. Starting from some initial partitioning, permutations on that
partitioning are performed, and performance is measured (e.g., for one training iteration) or learn a
placement policy that can then be adjusted for new workloads via transfer learning, see e.g., [8, 261]
or used to bootstrap a genetic algorithm [180]. Unfortunately, these methods are computationally
expensive, as they need to evaluate large numbers of placements and measure the runtime of
several inference/training steps. Alternatively, the problem is casted into an o�ine optimization
problem of �nding good partitions and schedules. This includes classic results in scheduling on
multiple machines and/or devices [100, 128, 142, 181, 212, 216], as well as modern DNN scheduling
works [117, 173]. Such algorithms use pro�led compute time of each node (layer or operator)
and data-transfer requirements between nodes in a graph, and the target deployment system
infrastructure such as machine and network properties (e.g., measured bandwidths). However, such
techniques do not evaluate the performance of splits in an online fashion. Nevertheless, it has
been demonstrated that for well-de�ned cost models the objective function closely matches real
performance, see, e.g., [118, 173].

Pipeline parallelism combines model parallelism with data parallelism. In pipeline parallelism, the
model is split and each worker loads a di�erent part of the DL model for training. Recent approaches
that support pipeline parallelism include GPipe [108] and PipeDream [165, 173]. Speci�cally, in
pipeline parallelism the model is divided among available workers, assigning a group of consecutive
operators (called layers in DNN terminology) in the operator graph to each of them, and then
overlapping the computation and communication of di�erent inputs in a pipelined fashion. This
process can greatly reduce inter-worker communication. While pipelining is a simple and widely
adopted idea, DNN training poses an important challenge not present in traditional pipelining:
DNN training is bi-directional, being the forward pass followed by a backward pass through the
same layers in reverse order, using state and intermediate results from the forward pass. This
results into low hardware e�ciency or low statistical e�ciency unless resorting to parallelization
optimization [173].
Proposals related to pipeline training can be classi�ed according to the temporal aspect, that

is synchronous vs. asynchronous training. The �rst requires to execute gradient synchronizations
between adjacent training iterations to ensure convergence [108]. However, it su�ers from a
signi�cant memory consumption, that can be partially mitigated by re-computation. Asynchronous
training inserts micro-batches into the pipeline concurrently to achieve maximum throughput,
e.g., [173]. However, it is not a common practice due to convergence concerns and increased
memory demand to store multiple versions of model parameters.
A few frameworks attempt to �nd a hybrid solution instead that combines some of the best

properties of each model of parallelism and diminishes some of the drawbacks. For example, layer-
wise parallelism [117] proposes to apply di�erent parallelization strategies to each individual layer
of the neural network rather than the same parallelization strategy (i.e., data or model parallelism)
to all layers. The solution to �nd the optimal parallelization strategy for each layer is based
on a dynamic programming based graph search algorithm. DAPPLE [85, 179] is a synchronous
training framework which combines data parallelism and pipeline parallelism for large DNNmodels
to ensure training convergence and reduce memory consumption. To this end, it exploits early
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backward scheduling by scheduling backward tasks as early as possible to release the memory
occupied by activations produced by corresponding forward tasks.
The approaches to distribute DL training and inference we have reviewed above aim typically

to speed-up performance, for example by achieving better throughput and scalability, reducing
communication costs, while improving (or at least without deteriorating) model accuracy. In the
recent years, following a general trend within the industry at large, the reduction of carbon emission,
the so called green carbon footprint, has started to receive increasing attention also within the HPC
and ML/DNN communities in order to realize environmentally-responsible solutions, e.g., [243].
Given the high computational demand of DL training and inference jobs, there is a large opportunity
for energy saving. For instance, it is possible to save energy while maintaining adequate level of
accuracy at the software level by trading o�model variants, i.e., low and high quality models. At the
hardware level, multiple solutions can be exploited, ranging from the adoption of energy-e�cient
FPGAs to novel GPU partitioning schemes, that can reduce energy consumption by allowing GPU
sharing [143]. Coupling with proper distributed resources scheduling, there is therefore a large
opportunity for improving performance while reducing cost and carbon emission.

Within this general context, our work within the framework of Flagship 2 will address the need
to develop DL application partitioning and mapping strategies for the edge-cloud continuum. Our
goal is to design autonomic strategies optimized for both the training and inference phase which
account for di�erent non-functional requirements such as performance (e.g., training time), energy
consumption as well as results accuracy in an ever growing, highly heterogeneous edge-cloud
landscape in which ML/DNN workloads are executed. In this context, heterogeneity stems from
the many di�erent hardware/software platforms which comprise today’s edge-cloud computing
infrastructures. To this end, we plan to adopt reinforcement learning techniques, which has been
widely used in the literature, see, e.g. [120, 160, 200], and DL in particular, to account for the large
state space which characterizes the edge scenarios, whereby multiple nodes, possibly characterized
by their own processing, memory, networking capabilities, and energy footprint are pooled to train
and serve ML/DNN models.

5 MODELING, SIMULATION, PROFILING AND EXPLORATION
Hardware accelerators are becoming increasingly important in the �eld of deep learning, as they can
signi�cantly improve the speed and e�ciency of deep learning computations. To e�ectively design a
hardware accelerator for deep learning, it is essential to have access to powerful modeling tools that
can provide detailed insights into the power consumption, performance, and area requirements of
the accelerator. In this section, we will explore some of the most popular and e�ective tools available
for modeling hardware accelerators for deep learning, and discuss their key features and capabilities.
These tools enable designers to experiment with various design choices and con�gurations, and to
optimize their designs for speci�c PPA metrics, such as power e�ciency, throughput, or chip area.
By leveraging these tools, designers can create hardware accelerators that meet the demanding
performance and energy e�ciency requirements of modern deep learning applications.
The simulation and exploration techniques, along with the pro�ling techniques discussed in

this section, will serve as a foundation for selecting the most suitable approaches to address the
design and optimization challenges of Flagship 2. Speci�cally, we are referring to challenges such
as: a) Simulating complex heterogeneous accelerator architectures at a high level of abstraction,
while being able to assess various �gures of merit typically obtained at a low level of abstraction;
b) Exploring the extensive design space encompassing architectural parameters and mapping
possibilities to determine the optimal accelerator architecture for speci�c workloads; c) Utilizing
appropriate techniques for modeling and pro�ling FPGAs speci�cally for custom accelerators.
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Modeling, Simulation, Pro�ling, and Exploration

Modeling, Simulation,
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NVDLA [178]
MLPAT [227]

MAESTRO [135]
Timeloop [183]
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DNN-Chip Predictor [260]
DNNExplorer [259]

Gemmini [97]
Interstellar [250]
Aladdin [209]

Simulation tools for emerging
memories-based DNN accelerator

DNN+NeuroSim [185]
SySCIM [207]

MemTorch [137]
MNSIM [246]

Reiser et al. [195]

Cycle-Accurate Simulators

SCALE-SIM [203]
STONNE [168]
SimuNN [39]

AccTLMSim [130]
QADAM [110], QAPPA [111]

Juraci et al. [124]

Modeling and Pro�ling FPGAs
for custom accelerators

Shuhai [240]
HPCChallenge [156]

HPCG Benchmark [256]
Da Silva et al. [61]

Siracusa et al. [214, 215]
Muralidharan et al. [166]

ERT [174, 175]

Fig. 8. Modeling, Simulation, Profiling, and Exploration tools and methodologies discussed in Section 5

This section is organized into four subsections as follows. Section 5.1 provides a review of
representative simulation and exploration platforms that operate at a high level of abstraction.
These platforms allow for the simulation and evaluation of domain-speci�c hardware accelerators,
as well as the optimization of system architecture to achieve speci�c objectives such as delay and
energy e�ciency. Section 5.2 presents a collection of simulation tools and frameworks for assessing
DNN accelerators that utilize emerging memory technologies. Section 5.3 focuses on simulation
frameworks that ensure cycle accuracy. Lastly, Section 5.4 addresses the challenge of modeling
and pro�ling FPGAs for custom accelerators. Figure 8 shows the references to the various tools,
frameworks, and methodologies discussed in the aforementioned subsections.

5.1 Modeling, Simulation, and Exploration Frameworks
In this section, we aim to provide a comprehensive overview of the most in�uential frameworks
utilized for modeling, simulating, and exploring the design space of hardware accelerators for deep
learning. These frameworks can aid researchers in identifying the most e�ective hardware designs
for speci�c deep learning tasks and can help accelerate the overall design process.
NVIDIA Deep Learning Accelerator (NVDLA) [178] is an open-source framework designed to

facilitate the implementation of machine learning applications. It includes a complete training
infrastructure and a compiler to convert existing models for use by NVDLA software. NVDLA
can read a neural network from a front-end environment like Ca�e and map it to the NVIDIA
accelerator.

The MLPAT framework [227] enables modeling of power, area, and timing for machine learning
accelerators, supporting components like systolic arrays, memory, and activation pipeline, as well
as di�erent precision types and data�ows. Input parameters include the accelerator architecture,
circuit, and technology, and MLPAT generates an optimized chip representation to report results
such as area, power, and performance.
MAESTRO [135] is a framework designed to analyze and describe neural network processing

engines, providing information on the hardware cost required to implement a target architecture.
It features a domain-speci�c language for data�ow description, which enables the speci�cation of
parameters such as the number of processing elements, memory size, and NoC bandwidth. The
framework generates performance analysis results.
Timeloop [183] is an infrastructure that helps explore and evaluate the architecture design

space of deep neural network (DNN) accelerators. It consists of two main components: a model
that provides projections for performance, area, and energy, and a mapper that constructs and
searches through the mapspace of a given workload on a targeted architecture. To use Timeloop,
the user describes the architecture’s organization using a con�gurable template that includes
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Table 2. Modeling, simulation, and exploration tools.

Integration with
NN frameworks

Model
type

Full
SoC

Evaluation
metrics Target Estimation

error

MLPAT [227] No Analytical No PPA ASIC <5% area
<10% power

MAESTRO [135] No Empirical No Performance ASIC 5%

Timeloop [183] No Analytical/
Empirical No PPA ASIC 5%

LAMBDA [199] No Analytical/
Empirical No PPA ASIC 5%

DNN-Chip Predictor [260] No Analytical No Performance
Energy FPGA/ASIC <18%

DNNExplorer [259] Ca�e, PyTorch – No Performance FPGA –

Gemmini [97] No Simulation Yes +
OS support Performance FPGA/ASIC –

Interstellar [250] No Analytical No PPA ASIC 2%

Aladdin [209] No Simulation
Analytical No PPA ASIC

1% performance
5% power
7% area

SCALE-SIM [202, 203] No Empirical Yes Performance, Area ASIC –

STONNE [168] Ca�e Cycle level
simulation Yes Performance ASIC <3%

SimuNN [39] TensorFlow Cycle level
simulation Yes PPA FPGA/ASIC –

AccTLMSim [130] No Cycle level
simulation Yes Performance ASIC 3%

Juracy et al. [124] TensorFlow Cycle level
simulation No PPA ASIC <7%

DNN-NeuroSim [185] Tensor�ow, PyTorch Instruction accurate
simulation Yes PPA ASIC -

SySCIM [207] No Circuit level
simulation No Accuracy ASIC <4% accuracy

Memtorch [137] PyTorch Analytical/
Empirical Yes PPA ASIC -

MNSIM [246] No Cycle level
simulation Yes PPA ASIC -

abstractions for compute units, memories, and communication links. Themapper then constructs the
mapspace and searches for an optimal mapping using the model’s speed and accuracy. Timeloop’s
e�ectiveness has been validated against existing designs. PPA �gures can be obtained by integrating
it with Accelergy [245]. Accelergy is a versatile energy estimation technique that can be used
for accelerators. It enables designers to create speci�cations using custom high-level compound
components and low-level primitive components, which can be evaluated using third-party energy
estimation plug-ins. LAMBDA [199] is a framework based on Timeloop/Accelergy infrastructure
that allows exploring the design space of con�gurable DNN accelerators taking into account a
variety of architectural and microarchitectural parameters.

The DNN-Chip Predictor [260] is a tool that can predict the energy consumption, throughput,
and latency of DNN accelerators before they are implemented. It o�ers two advantages: (1) it
uses an analytical performance formulation to enable rapid exploration and optimization of DNN
ASIC/FPGA accelerator designs; and (2) it supports di�erent algorithm-to-hardware mappings and
hardware architectures. Experiments involving two DNN models and three ASIC/FPGA implemen-
tations demonstrated that the predicted performance of DNN-Chip Predictor di�ered from the chip
measurements of FPGA/ASIC implementation by no more than 17%, even when using di�erent
DNN models, hardware architectures, and data�ows.

DNNExplorer [259] is a tool that helps to test customized hardware accelerators for DNNs and
explore new accelerator designs with better performance and e�ciency. It supports popular machine
learning frameworks (Ca�e and PyTorch) for analyzing DNN workloads and provides analytical
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models for accelerator benchmarking. It has a high-dimensional design space and �ne-grained
adjustability to overcome design limitations, and a design space exploration engine to generate
optimized accelerators based on targeted AI workloads and available hardware resources.

Gemmini [97] provides an e�ort to assess DNN accelerators, taking into account cross-stack and
system-level e�ects in real-world scenarios. This enables a better understanding of the impact of SoC
resource contention, OS overheads, and programming stack ine�ciencies on overall performance
and energy e�ciency. Gemmini is an open-source DNN accelerator generator that enables users
to design custom hardware accelerator systems for rapidly evolving DNN workloads. It provides
a complete solution that spans both hardware and software stack, and is compatible with the
RISC-V ecosystem. Gemmini’s hardware design options can be tuned for performance, e�ciency,
and extensibility. It implements a multi-level software stack with an easy-to-use programming
interface and tight integration with Linux-capable SoCs. Gemmini-generated accelerators have
been successfully fabricated in TSMC 16 nm FinFET and Intel 22 nm FinFET Low Power process
technologies, and deliver comparable performance to state-of-the-art commercial DNN accelerators.
DNN accelerator micro-architectures and their program mappings are speci�c choices of loop

order and hardware parallelism for computing the seven nested loops of DNNs. It has been observed
that these hardware variants can be precisely and concisely represented by Halide’s scheduling
language. In Interstellar [250], modi�cations were made to the Halide compiler to generate hardware
that allows for fair comparisons with prior accelerators. Interstellar highlights the signi�cance of
optimizing the memory hierarchy since it is noted to have a greater impact on energy metrics than
the selection of data�ow.

Aladdin [209] is a simulation tool that allows for quick exploration of design options for systems
that are focused on accelerators. It is a pre-RTL and power-performance simulator that takes
in algorithm descriptions in high-level languages and uses dynamic data dependence graphs
(DDDG) to represent an accelerator without the need to generate RTL. It applies optimizations
and constraints to an unconstrained program DDDG to create an accurate model of accelerator
behavior. Its e�ectiveness has been con�rmed through comparison with RTL implementations of
accelerators created with both handwritten Verilog and commercial HLS tools, demonstrating that
it can model performance, power, and area with high accuracy. Furthermore, Aladdin provides
these estimates much more rapidly than traditional RTL �ows, at over 100 times faster.

5.2 Simulation tools for emerging memories-based DNN accelerator
Another set of tools for DNN modeling, simulation and pro�ling is that related to emerging
memories-based accelerators.
DNN+NeuroSim [185] is an integrated framework to benchmark compute-in-memory (CIM)

accelerators for deep neural networks, with hierarchical design options from device level, to circuit-
level and up to algorithm-level. A python wrapper is developed to interface NeuroSim with popular
machine learning platforms such as Pytorch and Tensor�ow. The framework supports automatic
algorithm to hardware mapping, and evaluates both chip-level performance and inference accuracy
with hardware constraints.

SySCIM [207] considers the impact of the non-idealities of the CIM components, including mem-
ristor device, memristor crossbar (interconnects), analog-to-digital converter, and transimpedance
ampli�er, on the vector-matrix multiplication performed by the CIM unit. The CIM modules are
described in SystemC and SystemC-AMS to reach a higher simulation speed while maintaining high
simulation accuracy. Experiments under di�erent crossbar sizes show SySCIM performs simulations
up to 117⇥ faster than HSPICE with less than 4% accuracy loss.
MemTorch [137], is an open-source framework for customized large-scale memristive Deep

Learning (DL) simulations, with a re�ned focus on the co-simulation of device non-idealities.
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MemTorch also facilitates co-modeling of key crossbar peripheral circuitry. MemTorch adopts
a modernized software engineering methodology and integrates directly with the well-known
PyTorch Machine Learning (ML) library.
MNSIM [246] proposes a simulation platform for the memristor-based neuromorphic system

with a hierarchical structure and �exible interfaces for customization. A detailed reference design
is provided for large-scale applications like ISAAC or PRIME accelerators demonstrated in the
previous deliverable. A behavior-level computing accuracy model is incorporated to evaluate the
computing error rate a�ected by interconnect lines and nonideal device factors. Experimental
results show that MNSIM achieves over 7000 times speed-up than SPICE simulation. MNSIM can
optimize the design and estimate the tradeo� relationships among di�erent performance metrics
for users.

In [195], we wanted to propose a simulation framework which comes with the suitable abstrac-
tions to propagate the e�ects of those RRAM crossbar con�guration parameters to their ultimate
implications over inference performance stability. RRAM devices non-idealities result in signi�cant
inference accuracy drops compared with software baseline accuracy. A critical one is related to the
drift of the conductance states appearing immediately at the end of program and verify algorithms
that are mandatory for accurate multi-level conductance operation. The support of drift models in
state-of-the-art simulation tools of memristive CIM is currently only in the early stage, since they
overlook key device- and array-level parameters a�ecting drift resilience such as the programming
algorithm of RRAM cells, the choice of target conductance states and the weight-to-conductance
mapping scheme. In this work we fully exposed these parameters to RRAM crossbar designers as a
multi-dimensional optimization space of drift resilience.

5.3 Cycle-Accurate Simulators
For accurate simulations, it is crucial that the simulation tools provide cycle accuracy, which means
that they must model the behavior of the hardware accelerator at a cycle-by-cycle level, accounting
for all the interactions between the di�erent hardware components. This section will focus on
simulation tools for hardware accelerators that o�er cycle accuracy.
SCALE-SIM (SystoliC AcceLErator SIMulator) [202, 203] is a simulator that provides cycle-

accurate modeling for DNN accelerators. It takes into account various factors such as on-chip and
o�-chip memory accesses, and interface bandwidth information for a given neural network. It has
two primary components: (i) a compute unit that utilizes a systolic array that can be customized
according to size and aspect ratio, and (ii) an accelerator memory system that features three
double-bu�ered SRAM memories with user-speci�ed sizes. These bu�ers store the matrices for
two operands and one result. SCALE-SIM gets in input the layer dimensions of a speci�c neural
network workload and the hardware architecture parameters and provides in output performance
and energy �gures.

STONNE (Simulation Tool for Neural Network Engines) [168] is a highly modular and extensible
simulation framework that enables the end-to-end evaluation of �exible accelerator architectures
running complete contemporary DNN models with cycle accuracy. STONNE has been validated by
simulating the MAERI architecture and comparing the total executed cycles with that of a BSV-
coded MAERI implementation. The results showed an average deviation of 15%. Like in Timeloop,
STONNE uses the Accelergy energy estimation tool to estimate energy and area.

SimuNN [39] is a pre-RTL neural network simulator that allows for early phase veri�cation and
fast prototyping before the design is converted into hardware. It supports di�erent data precision
and is compatible with TensorFlow. SimuNN provides multi-level trace results that can be used as a
reference for the �nal hardware design. Additionally, it can evaluate the hardware performance
under various quantizations, data�ow, and con�gurations based on a generalized hardware model.
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AccTLMSim [130] is a pre-RTL simulation tool which utilizes SystemC transaction-level modeling
(TLM) to simulate convolutional neural network (CNN) accelerators with cycle accuracy. The tool
includes a detailed model of the interface with the DRAM, allowing for precise tracking of each bus
transaction between the accelerator and DRAM while considering the communication bandwidth.
The validity of the simulation results is con�rmed by comparing them to the implementation results
on the Xilinx Zynq, resulting in an average estimation error of less than 10%.
QADAM [110] and its evolution QAPPA [111] are parameterized RTL frameworks that have

been designed to model the power, performance, and area of quantization-aware deep neural
network (DNN) accelerators. The frameworks allow for design space exploration and Pareto-
e�ciency analysis for a range of design choices, including bit precision, processing element (PE)
type, scratchpad sizes of PEs, global bu�er size, total number of PEs, and DNN con�gurations. By
using QADAM/QAPPA, researchers can examine the impact that di�erent bit precisions and PE
types have on performance, area, and energy consumption.
In [124], a DSE approach for CNNs that is both fast and accurate is introduced. The approach

employs an analytical model which is derived from the physical synthesis of hardware accelerators.
This model is integrated into CNN frameworks such as TensorFlow, enabling it to produce precise
outcomes. The analytical model provides estimations for various factors, including area, perfor-
mance, power, energy, and memory accesses. The accuracy of the model was tested by comparing
it to data obtained from physical synthesis, and it was observed that the average error was less
than 7%.

5.4 Modeling and Profiling FPGAs for custom accelerators
The use of o�-the-shelf highly parallel hardware accelerators to boost the performance of software
applications, and deep learning algorithms in particular, is nowadays a very common option,
adopted by a large and increasing share of HPC systems. In this sector, GPUs are de�nitively the
most common accelerators, while FPGAs are hardly, or even not, used at all. Despite this, some data
centers have recently started to adopt FPGAs to speed-up network interconnects [192], and speci�c
workloads [19] such as Machine Learning (ML) inference algorithms [91, 210]. In fact, FPGAs could
represent an interesting trade-o�, allowing user customizations, as well as the use of o�-the-shelf
hardware, to implement custom deep-learning accelerators.

Given the rapidly increasing use of ML methods in several application �elds, and the interest in
recon�gurable architectures, which is rising in the HPC community since several years [80, 234, 238],
we may expect FPGAs to become a more common option, as accelerators, for next generations
of HPC systems. In the past, several reasons have prevented this. First, FPGAs were not designed
to provide high �oating-point (FP) computing performance [238], while typical HPC workloads
usually require double-precision (DP) and single-precision (SP) FP computations. Secondly, FPGA
programming could be a very time consuming process, requiring the use of speci�c hardware
programming skills and the use of programming languages not common among HPC developers
communities [23]. Thirdly, the code written for one FPGA could hardly run across di�erent devices
without a complete re-design, causing serious portability issues not acceptable for a wide set of
HPC applications, for which even the porting to GPUs had been a long and su�ered process [233].
However, more recently, these barriers started to fade thanks to improvements in hardware

architectures and programming frameworks. In fact, latest generations of FPGAs integrate thousands
of programmable DSPs (Digital Signal Processors) able to implement SP- and DP-FP operations [31,
197, 235], and may also embed custom FP DSP blocks. This is leading to devices able to reach a
performance in the same order of magnitude as commodity HPC processors (i.e. TFLOP/s), and
in some cases able to deliver a better energy-e�ciency [25, 263]. At the same time, the recent
improvements of synthesis tools, and the development of new programming approaches such as
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HLS (High Level Synthesis) [171], allow programmers to develop codes using high level languages.
As an example, OpenCL [263] could be used, as well as plain C/C++ annotated with pragma
directives to guide the compiler to automatically map the code onto FPGA hardware resources [70].
These approaches are very similar to those (e.g. OpenMP and OpenACC) commonly used by HPC
developers to target multi-core CPUs and other accelerators, which are also able to guarantee a fair
level of code portability [30].
All the above improvements combined with the urging quest for higher energy-e�ciency and

lower latency interconnects in exascale HPC systems, are leading to a signi�cant increase in the
interest towards heterogeneity and specialized computing in the form of recon�gurable accel-
erators [251]. This makes the use of FPGAs very attractive as they allow to scale-out resources
by enabling distributed computing, and can be programmed to be network-capable processors
implementing custom interconnects featuring low-latency communications without involving the
CPU control [138].

First prototypes of FPGA accelerated HPC systems are already being designed and deployed. One
example is the Alveo FPGA Cluster installed at ETH Zurich in the context of the Xilinx Adaptive
Compute Clusters (XACC) initiative, using commodity hardware to support novel research in
adaptive compute acceleration for HPC. Another example is the EU-H2020 EuroEXA Project, which
has developed a HPC system prototype with custom hardware, adopting FPGA based accelerators
for both computing and networking [138].
Consequently, as a future scenario we may expect next generations of HPC systems to be

equipped with FPGA-based accelerators, probably alongside other accelerators, such as GPUs,
being programmed with high level languages, possibly based on pragma directives, allowing to
address several kind of di�erent accelerators in a uniformed way [30].
In this context, application developers need to estimate the performance achievable on target

FPGAs, to decide whether an application kernel is worth to be ported, or which FPGA better �ts
its computing requirements. At the same time, system architects and engineers need to estimate
the performance of a single FPGA, to feed performance models to tune, balance and optimize the
performance at system level [251].

Several research works have investigated FPGAs performance when used as hardware accelera-
tors, mostly using synthetic benchmarks to estimate the bandwidth of o�-chip memories [169, 240,
264], and OpenCL kernels to measure the FPGA computing performance [123, 156, 256].
In [240] is presented the Shuhai Verilog benchmark, used to characterize the performance of

HBM and DDR o�-chip memories embedded in the Xilinx Alveo U280. In [156] is presented an
OpenCL implementation of the HPCChallenge Benchmark Suite, reporting the results for di�erent
FPGAs. In [256] is reported a C/HLS implementation of the HPCG Benchmark targeting FPGAs.
Interestingly, in this case the Roo�ine Model has been used, but only to assess the optimization
level of the speci�c application, with respect to theoretical estimations.
In fact the Roo�ine Model has already been used in the past to evaluate the performance of

speci�c applications [170], being ported to FPGAs. But few works provide a generic application-
independent extension of this model for these architectures, mainly due to the di�culty in de�ning
the maximum compute performance for a recon�gurable device. A �rst comprehensive work
extending the Roo�ine Model to FPGAs has been presented in [61], here authors focus mainly
on aiding developers to explore the design space options. Building on the same principle, more
recently, in [215] and in its extended version [214], a semi-automated performance optimization
methodology based on the Roo�ine model for FPGAs has been proposed. In this case the authors,
aim for a tool to explore the design space, while in our case we aim to provide a benchmarking tool.

The �rst work proposing a methodology for the performance analysis of FPGAs allowing to make
Roo�ine plots and cross-architectural comparisons, has been reported in [166]. In this case, the
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authors use OpenCL as programming language to provide mini-apps, such as SHOCL0, LINPACK
and STREAM, to measure the computing performance and the memory bandwidth of the o�-chip
memory. Using OpenCL also the ERT benchmark has been reported to run on FPGAs in [175] and
in its extension [174].

In [35] have been reported the �rst C/HLS benchmark tool able to provide empirical Roo�ine plots
for FPGAs. Later extended to support the Xilinx Vitis work�ow to allow for a wider adoption [36].
This tool, named FER (FPGA Empirical Roo�ine) [37], and available as Free Software [34], has been
developed by INFN and the University of Ferrara, and it allows for application-agnostic performance
assessment of FPGA based accelerators, aiming to a comprehensive machine characterization,
allowing for cross-architectural comparisons and for performance estimations of generic HPC
kernels on a given device. To this aim, FER is able to measure both the computing peak performance
of FPGAs, and the bandwidths of on-chip and o�-chip memories. It is based on the Roo�ine
Model and it is implemented having at its core a directives annotated C/HLS kernel, with tunable
operational intensity and hardware resources usage. Moreover, it relies on a theoretical model
aiming to strictly link the performance results to the available hardware resources. The choice of
C/HLS allows at the same time to expose to the users low level �ne tuning knobs, as well as to
use a high-level programming paradigm that can easily be used by the HPC user community for
development and porting.

FER has been used to measure the double-, single- and half-precison �oating-point performance,
as well as �xed-point precision performance, of several FPGAs [37], but could also be easily
adapted to measure the performance of deep learning speci�c operations using custom precision,
in the context of the Roo�ine theoretical model, easily highlighting performance limits of di�erent
hardware devices.

6 COMPUTATIONAL MODELS FOR HPC APPLICATIONS
For the design of next generation HPC systems, in addition to tools and platforms suitable for
the realization of hardware accelerators, appropriate models of computations are highly desirable.
In fact, a computational model provides the designer with a proper level of abstraction from
the low-level details, thus making possible to capture the main features mostly a�ecting speed
performances and power consumption achievable on the target hardware platform. For this reason,
several tools and computational models have been developed in the past with the objective of
supporting e�ciently the design of hardware accelerators for DL by two ways: estimating detailed
insights of features and capabilities of the accelerators under design; and improving their behavior
in terms of power consumption, performance, and resources requirements. In this section, we will
explore some of the most popular computational models suitable, on the one hand, to investigate
strengths, weaknesses, limits and bottlenecks of hardware accelerators, and, on the other hand, to
�t the computational requirements by choosing the proper parallelism level, by minimizing the
number of operations and by reducing the power consumption.
As discussed in the following, some of the explored computational models allow performing

a theoretical analysis of new hardware architectures (e.g. tensor cores and PIM), whereas others
are useful to approach the use of linear algebra inside HPC applications. Finally, approximate
computing is analyzed as an emerging computational model to reduce computational delay and
energy consumption of typical HPC workloads.

This Section furnish to application developers a thorough description of computational models
exploitable to estimate the performance achievable on di�erent implementation platforms, to decide
whether a given hardware architecture is worth to be adopted, or which approximate computing
approach better �ts the computing requirements.
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6.1 Theoretical Models of Computations
Amodel of computation is a theoretical framework for the design and analysis of e�cient algorithms
for a given computational architecture: the goal of a computational model is to abstract from the
low-level details and to capture the main features that a�ect the most the performance on the
target architecture. The Random Access Machine (RAM) model is the most common computational
model and it has been a cornerstone of the history of computing: its main goal is to design e�cient
algorithms that minimize the number of CPU operations and to investigate the limits of computing.
However, the RAM model does not e�ciently capture the main features and bottlenecks of modern
hardware. A well-known example is provided by memory hierarchy: the RAM model does not
capture the memory bottleneck and the di�erent times to access data in di�erent positions of
the memory. Therefore several works have addressed how to extend the RAM model to include
such characteristics: the most notable is the External Memory model that has been widely used
for designing and analyzing e�cient algorithms and data structures that fully exploit the memory
hierarchy (see e.g. [239]). Other examples have been provided by the several computational models
that have been developed for parallel architectures, such as BSP, PRAM, LogP, and MapReduce.
We refer to [26] for a general exposition of theoretical computational models for parallel and
hierarchical architectures.
As already presented in this survey, there are several emerging technologies, like tensor core

accelerators and processing-in-memory (PIM) architectures, that can potentially speed up com-
putations. However, the process of algorithm design must take into account these technologies.
From a theoretical perspective, suitable models of computations should be introduced for these
new architectures. In this section, we brie�y review the recent results on computational models for
tensor cores accelerators and PIM architectures.

6.1.1 Tensor cores accelerators. Themost important feature of tensor cores is the ability to e�ciently
perform matrix multiplications thanks to suitable hardware. While tensor cores have been widely
used for the training of neural networks, a few works have applied these architectures in other
computational domains. Works like [62, 150, 218] have studied how to expand the application
domain of tensor core accelerators by targeting linear algebra and graph analytics. These works
provide an experimental analysis of the proposed algorithms, but do not provide a theoretical
analysis of their performance, nor introduce a computational model for tensor cores. The �rst
work in this direction appeared in [56]. This work introduces a computational model capturing the
features of tensor cores: the model captures the ability of the tensor core to e�ciently perform dense
matrix multiplication of �xed size and it is characterized by two parameters< and ✓ . Speci�cally, the
model enriches a traditional RAMmodel with a hardware unit to perform a matrix multiplication of
given size

p
< ⇥ p< in time $ (< + ✓) where ✓ is a latency cost. This model has been then used for

analyzing the performance of algorithms for linear algebra, graph, and stencil algorithms, sparse
matrix multiplication [136], and similarity search [12].

6.1.2 Processing-in-memory architectures. With the advent of commercial accelerators such as
UPMEM, several results have been published on algorithms optimized for this class of accelerators,
although they do not provide theoretical guarantees. For instance, [265] proposed algorithms for
skyline computations, while [55] described data structures like linked lists, FIFO queues, and skip
lists. These works provided an empirical evaluation of algorithms for PIMs and did not de�ne a
model of computation. The paper [148] presented a performance model for PIM with parameters
for the latency of memory access by a CPU core, the latency of local memory access by a PIM core,
and the latency of last-level cache access by a CPU core. To the best of our knowledge, the only
result with a model of computation for PIM and with a theoretical analysis is provided in [126]. The
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paper proposed a computational model for PIM inspired by the UPMEM architecture: the model
combines a CPU side consisting of parallel cores with fast access to a small shared memory of size
" words, and a PIM side consisting of % PIM modules, each with a core and a local memory of
size ⇥(=/%) words, = denotes the input size of the problem. The model has then been used for
designing a skip-list [126] and an index for skewed data [127] that exploit PIM systems.

6.1.3 Future work. During the project, we will investigate how to further extend the aforemen-
tioned computational models for emerging technologies. We will then use these models to design
and theoretically analyze e�cient algorithms and data structures that fully exploit such technologies.
We will in particular address important primitives for machine learning and data analysis.

6.2 Linear Algebra, Tensors, Machine Learning/Deep Learning
6.2.1 Linear Algebra algorithms. Linear Algebra is and will continue to be at the heart of HPC
applications for the foreseeable future. An immense amount of research has been devoted to the
e�cient implementation of linear algebra; among these e�orts we can identify some that are more
concerned with the computational models needed in approaching the use of linear algebra inside
applications.

Among these trends we �nd the emergence of the so-called task-based runtime environment [10,
11, 42, 105, 184]; these systems provide a novel way to encode complex algorithms by specifying
a set of dependencies among various building blocks. The programmer builds a DAG (directed
acyclic graph) specifying for each node a kernel to be executed on a certain portion of the data, and
connecting the nodes with directed arcs to specify an input-output relationship among the various
computations. The end result is the increase in programmability of various kinds of complex linear
algebra algorithms [95, 193, 205].
As we mentioned previously, linear algebra has elicited an immense amount of research work,

due to its importance in providing application building blocks; and yet, there is a certain amount of
disconnection between the users and programmers of applications, and the developers of libraries.
The libraries encompass a body of knowledge on what constitute e�cient implementations, but the
users tend to rely ever more on environments that may or may not provide an optimal mapping from
problem to function calls. As noted in the survey [191], the mapping problem itself is NP-complete,
hence there is a need for further activity in this �eld to help users identify the best possible ways
to frame the applications in ways that are conducive to exploitation of exascale resources.
One of the essential ingredients of modern HPC architectures is their heterogeneity; handling

heterogeneity in the applications has been addressed e.g. by using the techniques in [41, 44, 88];
more work is de�nitely needed in enabling end-users to handle heterogeneity in a convenient and
transparent way.
Two major trends in recent years have been quite visibile and relevant. The �rst trend is the

emergence of variants of existing Krylov methods designed to reduce communications; these topics
have been the subject of very intense research, since the reduction of communication is a necessary
step in the full exploitation of exascale architectures. The communication avoiding developments
have been spearheaded by the group of J. Demmel‘[43, 71, 155] on both conventional and accelerator
architectures.

Another major trend which is connected to the emergence of accelerators is the usage of mixed-
precision algorithms. This trend has achieved prominence because on many accelerator plaftorms,
the speed of single and reduced precision arithmetic is signi�cantly faster than that of the usual
double precision computations; thus, the study of algorithms that can be formulated using mixed
precision modes is a very attractive feature. To get an overview, see the papers [5, 90, 107]. In the
same vein, we can look at the use of randomization in algorithms [167].
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Many important software techniques have been implemented in the form of high performance
libraries. The most well known ones include LAPACK and ScaLAPACK [74], Trilinos [106] and
PETSc [24]. Sparse linear algebra libraries have long been developed by our group, and we have
recently introduced new versions [63, 77], where we implement some among the most e�ective
solver techniques available, i.e. algebraic multigrid preconditioners coupled with Krylov subspace
solvers. Our recent research has been focused on the implementation of more e�ective strategies
for building the multigrid hierarchy; our research program has been granted early access to the new
Leonardo computational facility at CINECA, where we are actively exploring extreme scalability of
multigrid construction based on graph matching.

Sparse linear algebra is central in many applications, including machine learning; for a general
discussion of the use of sparse linear algebra in machine learning, see [78, 94, 177]; a discussion
of the GPU applications can be found in [94]. An interesting facet is that the relationship is also
active in the other direction, i.e. use of machine learning tecchniques in sparse linear algebra; see
e.g. [225].

6.2.2 Algorithmic Optimizations for CNN Acceleration.
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been extensively used for processing images,
sounds, and more generic sensor data, for detecting objects, patterns, and events [133, 226, 254].
Convolutional layers in CNNs are expensive in terms of compute and memory resources. There
are many ways in which a convolution layer can be implemented. Without loss of generality, the
methods discussed in this subsection refer to the case of single-image inference. Batched inferences
can be considered an extension of the single-image case.

Typically, the convolution is implemented using a traditional sliding window approach across the
activation data matrix, together with the application of a kernel function [206]. However, this type
of computation in HPC systems is not e�cient due to the irregularity of the data access pattern.

In order to reduce the number of �oating point operations needed for computing the convolution,
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based implementations were proposed [152, 236]. The convolution is
computed in the frequency domain as a Hadamard product (element-wise matrix multiplication),
after Fourier transforming the activation data. After the product, results are transformed back
in the frequency domain applying an inverse FFT. Even though FFT provides an asymptotically
superior approach, the gap between the input feature map size and kernel size makes it often very
ine�cient as, for the computation to be performed, the kernel weights have to be padded to the
size of the input image, incurring in a signi�cant memory overhead, in particular when the kernels
themselves are small [258].
Another type of computational transformation, particularly e�cient when processing small

kernels (size  3), and that can be applied to convolutions in which the stride is 1, is the Winograd
minimal �lter algorithm [7, 242]. The Winograd convolution algorithm �rst divides the output
activation matrix into tiles and computes each tile as�) [(⌧6) � (⌫)3)], where 6 is the convolution
�lters and 3 is the input activation matrix. �, ⌫, and ⌧ are transformation matrices, which are
constants for a given value of tile size and convolution �lter size. � denotes the Hadamard product.
The Winograd convolution reduces the number of multiplications and, as the matrix multiplication
of smaller transformed matrices has more independent workloads, increases the thread-level
parallelism. However, this comes at the cost of extra �oating-point additions and the extra global
memory accesses that are needed to implement the matrices’ transformations. This process, for
large convolution �lters, may overwhelm the bene�ts of multiplication reduction [116].
Another common approach is to reshape and selectively duplicate parts of the original input

activation data to create a lowered matrix [21, 46, 54]. This allows to implement the convolution
as a multiplication between the newly generated matrix of input data and a properly arranged
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Fig. 9. im2col activation data packing.

Fig. 10. MEC activation data packing.

matrix of kernel weights, and to leverage the highly optimized high performance matrix-matrix
multiplication routines that can be found in Level 3 Basic Linear Algebra Subprogram (BLAS)
libraries [73].
The �rst of these methods, the image-to-column (im2col) algorithm [46], transforms the input

activation matrix into a Toeplitz matrix by unrolling overlapping patches of the input matrix into
columns (Figure 9). In the dual approach, image-to-row (im2row), the lowered matrix is created by
unrolling the patches into rows [21]. Both methods require an additional memory space of size
( ⇥  ⇥⇠� ) ⇥ (�$ ⇥,$ ) for storing the lowered input matrix.
In the Memory-e�cient Convolution (MEC) algorithm [54], di�erently then with the im2row

algorithm, multiple rows of the activation matrix are lowered at once, by transforming [�� ] ⇥
[ ] ⇥ [⇠� ] submatrices into rows. As shown in Figure 10, the resulting lowered matrix is of
size,$ ⇥ �� ⇥  ⇥ ⇠� , i.e.,  smaller than the lowered matrix generated in the case of im2row.
The convolution is computed by multiplying the weights matrix with �$ submatrices of size
[,$ ] ⇥ [ ⇥  ⇥⇠� ], obtained by shifting, over the lowered matrix, the submatrix to the right by
B ⇥ .MEC intuitively eliminates the vertical redundancy of the im2row approach, while recovering
the information by shifting the submatrix by a constant interval [54].
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Fig. 11. kn2row activation data packing.

While enjoying the speed-up given in the execution by the use of architecture-optimized routines,
these approaches su�er from the time penalty of implementing the bandwidth-bounded packing
of the input matrix, as well as from the mismatch between the sizes of the matrices used in the
calculation of the convolution and those for which traditional high-performance systems are
optimized. Moreover, additional memory space is needed for storing the lowered matrices.

Direct methods, which do not involve the packing of matrices before the computation, have been
also proposed. Vasudevan et al. [21] introduces the kernel-to-row (kn2row) algorithm to avoid data
replication in the input, at the cost of increasing the size of the output. As shown in Figure 11, the
convolution is computed as the sum of  ⇥ separate 1⇥ 1 convolutions. Each 1⇥ 1 convolution is
calculated by considering only one of the  ⇥  kernel components at the time, and multiplying it
with the input activation matrix, therefore by performing a matrix-matrix multiplication between
the corresponding [⇠$ ] ⇥ [⇠� ] weight matrix and the [⇠� ] ⇥ [�� ⇥,� ] activation matrix. All the
 ⇥ separate 1⇥1 convolutions can be computed using a single matrix multiplication by reordering
the �lter matrix by laying out contiguously the ⇠$ channel data. This results in multiplying a
[ ⇥  ⇥⇠$ ] ⇥ [⇠� ] weight matrix to a [⇠� ] ⇥ [�� ⇥,� ] activation matrix. The result matrix, of
size [ ⇥  ⇥⇠$ ] ⇥ [�� ⇥,� ], is stored in memory at the end of the multiplication.

In order to obtain the desired [⇠$ ]⇥ [�$ ⇥,$ ] output activation matrix, the results of the  ⇥ 
separate 1 ⇥ 1 convolutions are added together by appropriately shifting the data vertically and/or
horizontally, depending on the position of the relative weight with respect to the central kernel
weight (i.e., top, bottom, left, right, and diagonal positions). Some of the results of the intermediate
1 ⇥ 1 convolutions are outside the boundaries of the �nal result matrix and they are discarded
during the �nal sum. Filter weights are arranged in the desired position ahead of time.
In [21], the kn2row approach is modi�ed by performing the shift-add operation at the end of

the calculation of each separate 1 ⇥ 1 convolution. The needed temporary storage is reduced to
[2X +⇠$ ] ⇥ [�� ⇥,� ], where X is the number of extra rows in the result matrix needed to support
the shifting of the result data.
By swapping the dimensions of the �lter and of the input activation matrices to make ⇠� the

innermost dimension, it is possible to obtain the dual methods (kernel-to-col).
The High Performance Zero-Memory Overhead (HPZMO) Direct Convolutions approach [258]

implements the convolution by reading the activation and �lter weights’ data directly frommemory,
without the need of additional memory space at the input or at the output. The HPZMO algorithm
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is show in Algorithm 1, which is obtained by rearranging and optimizing the naive convolutional
algorithm for taking into account its execution over multi-threaded Single-InstructionMultiple-Data
(SIMD) architectures and an output-tiled approach, in which the partial results of the convolution
of,>,1 elements are accumulated into the register �le. The HPZMO approach relies on the vector
units of the computing architecture. The algorithm extracts parallelism in the output channel (⇠$ )
dimension, which allows the sharing of the input data among threads/PEs for calculating di�erent
sets of output channels. Both input and output activation data, as well as the �lter weights, are
organized in the channel-last structure, and into blocks of � ⇥, ⇥⇠1 , where ⇠1 is a multiple of
the SIMD vector length.

Algorithm 1 Parallelized Direct Convolution Algorithm - HPZMO
Input: Activation I, Filter weights, Stride s = 1;
Output: Activation O;

for 8  1 to ⇠$/⇠$,1 in Parallel do
for :  1 to �$ do

for ;  1 to,$/,$,1 do
for<  1 to � do

for =  1 to, do
for 9  1 to ⇠� do

for ;;  1 to,$,1 do
for 88  1 to ⇠$,1 do

$8 ·⇠$,1+88,; ·,$,1+;;,: += � 9,; ·,$,1+;;+=,:+<⇥
� 9,8 ·⇠$,1+88,=,<

6.3 Parallel Pa�erns
This section will provide an overview of the methodology of Structured Parallel Programming (SPP),
where complex parallel applications are provided as composition of few components properly
combined and nested with each other. The general objective of this approach is to improve the
productivity of parallel software, which should be implemented in an e�cient manner and quite
easily by a broad spectrum of programmers also including experts of application domains (which
are not necessarily experts of concurrent/parallel programming). In the next part we review the
idea of SPP, then we will describe existing research and industrial frameworks adopting this design
methodology. Finally, we carefully consider FastFlow as a prototype framework for bringing the
SPP approach in emerging application domains such as Data Stream Processing, Machine Learning
and others.

6.3.1 From Algorithmic Skeletons to Parallel Design Pa�erns. SPP was originally made available
through the Algorithmic Skeletons programming model [59], where parallelism can be expressed
and orchestrated using structured compositions of prede�ned parallel components representing
recurrent schemas of parallelism exploitation. Although prede�ned, such components are often
parametrizable, e.g., in their parallelism degree (number of concurrent/parallel entities composing
the component), and their regular structure in terms of interaction and synchronization allows
performance metrics such as throughput and latency to be predicted using analytical cost models.
Furthermore, the exposition of the complete structure of the parallel application allows the use of
di�erent heuristics when porting an application from one target architecture to a di�erent one, so
helping the so-called performance portability of parallel software. Example of such skeletons are
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map, reduce, parallel-for, stencils (often applied in linear algebra problems), farm, pipeline, divide-
and-conquer and iterative computations expressed, for example, by a macro data�ow engine [67].
Such skeletons are often provided as higher-order functions in functional programming languages,
or as classes in object-oriented imperative programming languages that can be instantiated with
the business logic code by hiding to the user all the low-level details of the underlying parallel
implementation.
There is a certain di�erence between the original view of Algorithmic Skeletons and the more

recent vision of Parallel Design Patterns [64]. The latter represents a renewed instantiation of
the SPP programming approach, where instead of providing a prede�ned and somehow rigid set
of skeletons, the programming framework provides some mechanisms and construct (a sort of
intermediate abstractions) used by the application programmer to instantiate a parallelism pattern
having speci�c properties. In this case, the programming burden is often higher than using pure
skeletons, and the research is quite vivid in understanding which intermediate abstractions can be
provided to application developer the help in building their own patterns easily and e�ciently.

6.3.2 Existing Research and Industrial Frameworks. Over the years, a broad space of programming
tools and frameworks adopting the SPP methodology have been provided both as research pro-
totypes and as industrial tools. Historical tools fostering the Algorithmic Skeletons approach are
Muesli, SkeTo, SkePU (which poses special emphasis on GPU accelerations), Lithium, Muskel,
GrPPi, FastFlow, and many other as described in a survey on this topic [99]. More recently, with
the renewed interest in SPP through the new design patterns perspective, several tools are now
compliant with the pattern-based approach to parallel programming, such as Microsoft PPL, Intel
TBB now subsumed by the OneAPI framework), OpenMP. Furthermore, in the �eld of Big Data
processing tools, some open-source frameworks for data-intensive computing such as Apache
Spark, Flink and Storm provide some data�ow abstractions and operators (e.g., working on streams
in a structured manner) that might be considered as special instantiation of the parallel pattern
idea to a speci�c application domain.

6.3.3 The FastFlow Parallel Programming Framework. FastFlow [16] is a C++ parallel programming
environment based on the SPP methodology. It incorporates both Algorithmic Skeleton concepts as
well as intermediate-level mechanisms and concepts useful to ease a quick prototyping of parallel
patterns of di�erent kinds. The layered structure of the framework is sketched in Fig. 12. The higher
layer is represented by a set of high-level skeletons modeling built-in parallel patterns such as map,
reduce, parallel-for and others. Each skeleton is implemented as a C++ class that can be created by
providing the business logic code through functions or lambda objects.

The intermediate layer consists of a set of building blocks, which represent the available structures
that can be used by programmers to instantiate their own parallel patterns that are not directly
modeled by the set of built-in skeletons. Such building blocks allows the ease development of
data-�ow graphs of parallel activities, where nodes are implemented by dedicated threads, and
communications are performed via shared memory by exchanging memory pointers. Building
blocks can be classi�ed in sequential blocks such as seq and combiners. The �rst wraps a sequential
function applied in a streamed fashion on each input item in a single data-�ow node. The second
allows more seqs or other combiners to be incorporated into a data-�ow node, so implementing
the sequential composition or more functions applied on streams. Parallel building blocks allow
sequential blocks, and recursively other parallel blocks, to be connected in complex but regular
structures. The pipeline blocks model temporal parallelism, with each node working in parallel on
di�erent inputs. The farm block implements spatial parallelism, with the same function replicated
in more nodes fed by an emitter node with scheduling purposes. Results are collected by a collector
node multiplexing outputs into a single outcoming stream. Finally, the all-to-all block allows the
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Fig. 12. Layered architecture of FastFlow.

complete connection between nodes (or blocks) in the left-hand set to the nodes (or blocks) of the
right-and set. All the parallel blocks can be con�gured with the wrap-around modi�er, which adds
feedback connections creating controlled cycled in the data-�ow graph. Such kind of feedbacks
are of special importance to model parallel patterns incorporating iterative computations such
as parallel graph and machine learning algorithms. In addition to the implementation of speci�c
patterns, building blocks can be used by system programmers to develop new runtime systems
for speci�c application domains. This idea has been recently applied to the WindFlow library
for data stream processing [R], whose multi-core implementation is essentially based on formal
compositions of the FastFlow’s building blocks.
The last layer of the hierarchy is composed by a set of low-level mechanisms invisible to both

domain experts using high-level parallel skeletons as well as by programmers using the building
block abstractions. Examples of such mechanisms are lock-free queues used for pointer-passing
between threads, which are available with di�erent concurrency control approaches (e.g., based on
busy-waiting synchronization or using exponential backo� and thread suspension).

6.4 Approximate Computing
In the last years, approximate computing has emerged as a powerful technique to reduce energy
consumption and computational delay in error-resilient applications such as multimedia processing,
deep learning (DL), digital signal processing, and wireless communications [17, 18, 101, 211]. Even
though the basic principle is very simple, i.e. by relaxing the requirement of an exact computation,
it is possible trading o� the quality of the computation result for speed performances and energy
dissipation, achieving the expected bene�ts is not trivial.
Nevertheless, approximate computing o�ers several opportunities to design e�cient hardware

accelerators for DL. For this reason, the contribution that the National Research Center can provide
in this context is crucial. In fact, as summarized in Fig. 13, we are able to exploit approximate
computing at di�erent design levels: starting from the algorithm, passing through the architecture,
up to the gate- and the transistor-level circuit topologies [119]. As an example, the approximation
strategies presented in [40, 98, 204, 219, 220, 262] can be adopted at the algorithmic level to
signi�cantly reduce the complexity and the energy consumption of critical layers typically employed
in DLmodels, such as the SoftMax and the convolutional layers interleaved by non-linear activations
and down-sampling, at the expense of a reasonable accuracy loss.
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Approximate computing approaches
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Fig. 13. Taxonomy of the approximate computing approaches discussed in Section 6.4

On the other hand, e�cient solutions to exploit approximate computing at gate- and transistor-
level have been recently demonstrated. To operate at a lower level of abstraction, we will focus
our e�orts on approximation strategies suitable to design approximate adders, multipliers and
multiply-accumulate units for both Application Speci�c Integrated Circuits (ASICs) [50, 53, 83, 84,
86, 92, 93, 129, 217, 223, 224] and FPGA devices [186, 187, 229, 230, 241]. Such arithmetic operators
receive a great deal of attention since they are the basic computational elements extensively used
in DL models.

Typically, approximate computing is employed in arithmetic circuits at the architecture level by
splitting the operands to be processed into sub-words. Then, some of the least signi�cant bits are
processed through an inaccurate circuit, whereas the remaining most signi�cant bits are inputted
to a precise circuit. Some strategies exploit static approximation that in�exibly sets the achieved
accuracy at design time, while other solutions adopt dynamic approximation that allows tuning the
quality target at run-time, thus leveraging the speci�city of the data being processed and achieving
graceful quality degradation.
Representative ASIC designs of approximate adders based on Carry-Look-Ahead (CLA) and

Parallel-Pre�x Architectures (PPA) are proposed in [81, 82, 125, 162, 208]. On the contrary, the
adder topologies presented in [75, 131, 144] show how approximate logic can be exploited within
carry-skip adders.

Despite the promising results achieved with ASIC approximate adders, their low-level optimiza-
tions cannot be applied directly on FPGAs. For this reason, e�cient design approaches have been
recently proposed to design approximate adders also within FPGA devices [13, 186, 190].

It is worth noting that, regardless of the adopted approach, both ASIC and FPGA-based approx-
imate adders are designed taking into account that the propagation of the carry through a very
long chain, over many bit positions, is an event with very low probability. Consequently, the carry
propagation path can be broken in certain bit positions, thus reducing the computational delay, the
power consumption and the amount of utilized hardware resources, but maintaining the quality of
the �nal result still acceptable. On the basis of the target hardware implementation platform, we
can contribute by identifying the proper architecture and approximation logic to comply with the
desired speed performances and the available power budget.
In a similar way, several approximation techniques can be adopted in the design of multipliers.

Some of the most e�cient approaches approximate the partial product matrix compression step by
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truncating some rows [257] or by involving inexact compressors [15, 22, 57, 68, 84, 92, 93, 145, 163,
188, 189, 223]. Others techniques use dynamic and static segmentation methods [72, 103, 172, 224]:
the former downsizes the multiplier by selecting only a segment of the inputs starting from the
leading one bit, whereas the latter processes only prede�ned portions of the multiplicands. Further
examples of e�cient approximate multipliers are those presented in [147] that take advantage of
the logarithmic number system (LNS) [161].
Besides the above described approximation strategies oriented to ASIC designs, we want to

exploit appropriate approaches to achieve high-performance designs of approximate multipliers
also on FPGAs [187, 229, 230, 241]. Among the various solutions already known in literature, we
will focus our attention on modular architectures that allow a n×n multiplier to be implemented
utilizing four n/2×n/2 smaller sub-multipliers and approximate adders either for the partial product
matrix compression step of each sub-multiplier or to sum the four computed sub-products, or both.
As demonstrated in [187] such a technique can provide bene�ts also in ASIC designs.

As it is well known, HPC workloads often also require division operations that are even more
complex than additions and multiplications. For this reason, e�cient approaches suitable to ap-
proximate divisions are particularly desirable [47, 48, 104, 109, 149, 201, 244, 255]. Among such
approximation strategies, two of the most representative are those based on approximate subtractors
[47, 48] and on the signal segmentation [104].
Taking into account that several combinations of approximate adders, multipliers and dividers

can be exploited for achieving the desired speed performances, power consumption, hardware
resources requirements and overall accuracy, our contribution will be mainly concentrated towards
the design of approximate computational modules for both ASIC and FPGA-based arithmetic
circuits, and consequently on making available fast and energy e�cient architectures that can serve
as the basis for supporting the typical HPC workloads.
De�nitely, we will exploit approximate computing at both algorithm and architecture levels,

with the objectives of reducing on the one hand the computational complexity of layers typically
employed within DL models, and, on the other hand, to optimize speed and power consumption
introducing a reasonable accuracy loss.
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